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ON THE TiNi(NITINOL) MARTENSITIC TRANSITtON;PART-I

Ever since the discovery of the unique physical property changes
associated with the TiNi transition by Buehler et al. at the U.S.
Naval Ordnance Laboratory in 1962, the nature of TiNi and its
transition has been the subject of an intense investigation in
many laboratories. The high degree of interest in the TiNi problem
is reflected in an International Symposium on "TiNi and Its Related
Compounds", held at NOL(Naval Ordnance Laboratory) in 1967 and a
number of research thesis written for advanced degrees as well as
a score of published papers on this subject in recent years.

Through these studies, many theories have been proposed and many
explanations have been offered. But, like so many unique pheno-
mena observed before it in the field of solid state, understanding
of the TiNi transition is far from complete and the investigation
continues as of this writing.

Part of the difficulties associated with the understanding of the
Tilli transition was that not only were there differences among
investigators with regard to the interpretation of t'te data, but
in many instances, the data themselves differed from one another.
In view of this fact, no attempt has been made(nor is it possible
in this short monograph) either to review every article writton
on TiNi or to treat every explanation offered. As an alternative,
I have tried not only to review the selected key investigations
reported thus far, but also to explain wherever possible, the
underlying principles involved in the various modes of investigation.
It is hoped that in this manner the readers will be better informed
and thus can better judge thet different interpretations offered,
Simultaneously, it must be emphasized that for. any model or theory
offered to be aesthetically satisfying and physically significant,
it must ultimately embrace within a single unified framework, a
logical explanation of all the related physical phenomena observed
and the differences that exist in the data collected.

The view on the TiNi transition as offered here in a large measure
represents that of my own and should be regarded as such. Followingly,
the primary intention of this writing is to challenge and to stimulate
further research and eventually derive a true understanding of not
only the TiNi transition but also the martensitic transition as a
whole.

inn this Part-I of the TiNi monograph, the presentation is limited
to the electronic, thermodynamic and crystallographic aspect of the
TiNi transition. In Part-II, attempts will be made to relate these

ii
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understandings to the metallurgical and mechanical engineering and
therefore the practical application of the TiNi alloy -- "NITINOL"
technology.

Finally, I wish to acknowledge the many helpful discussions and
encouragements I have received from Mr. William J. Buehler of this
laboratory in the course of this investigation.

Dr. James R. Holden, Mr. Ernest Heintzleman and Mrs. Mary Jo Wang
have been instrumental in proof reading the original manuscript
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I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A. Phase Diagram

Historically, investigation ofthe Ti-Ni system was first undertaken
by Wallbaum and his co-workers~z in 1938 In these works, the general
features of the Ti-Ni phase diagram in the titanium concentration
ranged from 0 to 50 at.% was outlined.

1. A primary solid soIution of titanium in nickel exists with
the solubility falling with decreasing temperature.

2. The primary solid solution of titanium in nickel forms a
eutectic with a congruent melting intermediate phase, TiNi 3 .

3. A eutectic on the titanium-rich side of TiNi 3 is bounded by
titanium and nickel with slightly variable composition.

In 1941, Wallbaum3 extended his previous work into the titanium-rich
end of the diagram and discovered Ti 2 Ni which forms a eutectic with
a solid solution of nickel in $-titanium. This partial phase diagram
was supplemented by the work of Long and co-aworkers (1949) who con-
firmed the existence of Ti 2 Ni as well as a eutectic and a eutectoid
below 34 at.% nickel at the titanium-rich end of the diagram. However,
the temperature of the eutectoid reported by these authors was lower
than that reported by Wallbaum . A more accurate determination of
the solid solubility of nickel in titanium was later made by Taylor
and Floyds(1951).

Craighead, Fawn and Eastwood 6 (1949) carried out a limited study of
the Ti-Ni phase diagram up to approximately 11.5 at.% nickel within a
limited temperature range but did not define the eutectic or eutec-
toid temperatures.

These studies identified three intermediate, phases in the Ti-Ni system
corresponding to the compositions, Ti 2 Ni, TiNi and TiNi 3. In the
course of a structural investigatiot, of these intermediate phases,
Duwez and TaylorT(1950) claimed evidence for TiNi decomposition into
Ti 2 Ni and TiNi 3. I'n the meýan time, Margolin, Ence and Nielsen8 (1953)
attributed the lower eutectic temperature obtained by Long ot alý
to oxygen and/or nitrogen contamination, and resumed investigation

* of the system. Using relatively high-purity sponge(99.7 wt.% Ti)
and iodide(99.9 wt.% Ti) titanium, the authors determined the Ti-Ni
phase diagram in the 0 to 65 at.% Ni range, above 500 0 C. This work
confirmed the previous reports that Ti 2 Ni is a peritectic compound
melting at about 1230 0 C as shown in Fig. 1. However, this work did
not confirm the earlier claim made by Duwez and Taylor7 that TiNi
decomposes into Ti 2 Ni and TiNi 3.

Pool and Hume-Rothery9(1954) first investigated the entire phase dia-
* gram above 850 0 C by means of thermal, metallurgical and X-ray methods.
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They confirmed. the general features of the phase diagram reported in
the previ 6 us studies but found ,soxpewhat different temperatures(Fig.
2). In their X-ray study, they found some evidence to support the

* possible dec6mpositioh of TiNi into Ti2Ni ahd TiNi3 claimed by Duwez
and Taylor7. The characteristic temperatures determined in this
work are as follows:

aofa, The eutectic bkween T•Ni 3 and the primary solid solution

of titanium in nickel exists at 1.3040C.

b. The eute'cti.c between TiN1 3 and Tidi exists at lll° 0 C.

c. Ti2Ni is formed by a peritectic reaction at 9840C.

d; Another eutectic exists between Ti 2 Ni and 0-titanium at 942 0C.

le. Melting points :of the two congruently melting compounds,
TiNi3 and TiNi, are 13800C and 13100C respectively.

The phase diaLram, accordling to the authors, shows that TiNi has a
narrow solid solubility range on the titanium-rich side and approxi-
mately 5 at.% maximum solid solubility on the nickel-rich side at
11200C. Further investigation of the titanium-rich end of the phase
diagram was undertaken by Polonis and Parr' 0 (1956). This work defined
the eutelctoid reaction, 5 =a +. T~i2Ni at 7700C and the eutectic reac-
tion, liquid =0+ Ti 2 Ni at 9550C.

Becauselof the differences reported for the solid solubility range of
TiNi and the 'controversy over the existence of the decomposition of

'TiNi into Ti 2 Ni and TiN13, Purdy and Parr[-(1961) eventually under-
took yet another investigation of the Ti-Ni system. Th~s investiga-
tion cdvered the composition range; 34 - 58 at.% Ni, and the tempera-
ture range, 0 - l40d0C. The results, summarized in Fig. 3, show the
TiNi solid solubility range to be much narrower than that reported
by othezlaut~ors'O'. Further,,no evidence was found to support tht

decomposition of TiNi into Ti 2 Ni and TiNi3. Instead, these authors
found a reversible diffusionless transformation at 360C for TiNicompositions in the range, '34.8 - 47.5 at.% Ni.

In summary, the general features of the Ti-Ni phase diagram and the
existence of the three ihtermediate phases, Ti 2 Ni, TiNi and TiNi 3 ,
as confirmed by all investigators are shown in Fig. 4-a. However,
the decomposition of TiNi into Ti 2 Ni and TiNi 3 remained in dispute
in spite'of their efforts.

A comparison of the features of the Ti-Ni, Ti-Co and Ti-Fe phase
equilibrium diagraws reported to date is given in Fig. 4. Out of
a jenieral similarity, :a number of differances exists among the three
pystems.

B. Crystal Stru ctures,

Based on powder patterns, Laves and Wallbaum1 2 ' 1 3 first invest gated

'(, 3

i1
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the crystal structures of the intermediate phases, Ti 2 Ni, TiNi and
TiNi 3 around 1939. These authors identified Ti 2 Ni as fcc with 96
atoms per unit cell and TiNi as bcc(disordered CsCl-type) with two
atoms per unit cell. TiNi 3 was reported to be hexagonal(D024-type)
with lattice constants, 'a = b = 5.096, c = 8.304 kX (1 kX = 1.00202 •)
and containing 16 atoms per unit cell.

The lattice parameters for Ti 2Ni and TiNi as well as the refined
parameters for TiNi 3 were later riven by Duwez and TaylorT(1950) as:

Ti2Ni(fco) --------- a = 11.310 kX

TiNi(bcc) --------- a = 2.980 kX

TiNi?(hex-- ------- a = b 5.093 kX
c = 8.276 kX

As mentioned earlier, these authors were the first ones to claim the
decomposition of TiNi into Ti 2Ni and TiNi 3  At about the same time,
Taylor and Floyd 1 4(1950) gave more accurate parameters, a b
5.1010, c = 8.3067 a for TiNi 3 . The following year, Rostoker 1 5 (ls51)
obtained a lattice parameter, a 11.29 kX, for Ti 2 Ni and described
the structure as being of the Fe 3W3C type, both in the pure state and
in the presence of oxygen. Two years later, Margolin, Ence and
Nielsen (1953) reported the absence of any evidence to support the
decomposition of TiNi into Ti2Ni and TiNi 3 either in the microstruc-
tures or the X-ray powder patterns of alloys near the stoichiometric
composition quenched from above and below 8000C. Following this
report, Poole and Hume-Rothery9(19511) reported the following lattice
constants:

Ti 2Ni(fcc) -------- a = 11.297(± 0.002) kX at 210C

TiNi(bcc) ---------- a = 3.007(± 0.0005) kX at 220C

TiNi 3 (hex.)------ a = b = 5.09855(± 0.00005) kX
H c = 8.30197( ± 0.00008) kX at 250C.

These authors admitted implicitly for the first time that the TiNi
equiatomic alloy was not brittle and in fact was so ductile that
filing was the only manner in which a specimen for X-ray work could
be obtained. According to these authors, the alloy quenched in
silicone oil from 1000 0 C showed 17 slightly diffuse diffraction lines
of which only eight were identifiable as belonging to the CsCl type
structure. Filings annealed in the same manner but rapidly cooled
by withdrawing the specimen from the furnace gave a diffuse X-ray
pattern with many lines not attributable to the Cs~l-type structure.
Further, filings annealed for two weeks at 6000C showed a considerable
diffused CsCl-type pattern together with four extra lines which could
be attributed to Ti 2 Ni and five extremely faint lines identifiable
with those of TiNi . Based on these observations, the authors con-
eluded that the earlier report of Duwez and Taylor on the decomposi-
tion of TiNi into Ti2Ni and TiNi3 was correct.

In determining the relationship between the bonding characteristics

6
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and the lattice constants in TiFe, TiCo and TINi, Phillip and Beck"
(1957) gave a = 3.015 9 as the lattice constant of TiNi. Stuwe and
Shimomura 1 7 (1961) while investigating the relationship between lattice
paramete- and composition of TiFe, TiCo and TiNi alloys found the
titanium-rich side of TiNi alloy to have a lattice constant, a =
3.011 9., but widely scattered values for alloys containing 51 to 56
at.% Ni. During an investigation of the Ti-Ni phase diagram between
TiNi and TiNi, Purdy and Parr 1 1 (1961)discovered a diffusionless
transformation and identified the transformation product "IT " phase
as hexagonal with a = b = 4.572 and c = 4.660 9 based on the powder
pattern given in Table 1. The transformation temperature for 34.8
through 47.5 at.% Ni alloys is 360C as shown in Fig. 3. Nevertheless,
these authors did not find any evidence to support the decomposition
of TiNi into Ti 2Ni and TiNi 3 as claimed by Duwez and Taylor7(1950).
Notwithstanding these conflicting reports, Pietrokowsky and Youngkinr 8

(1960) undertook an investigation of order-disorder in the TiNi CsCl-
type structure. Based on the existence of one super-reflection, 100,
the authors claimed TiNi to have an ordered CsCl-type structure.

Meanwhile, in the process of looking for a new structural material,
Buehler and Wiley!%(1962) discovered in TiNi a highly interesting and
unique physical property. This property is a drastic change in
hardness and acoustic damping capacity with temperature. Below about
65 0 C, the alloy yields with ease to plastic deformation, and has high
acoustic damping capacity; above 650C, the alloy has a high resistance
to plastic deformation and a low acoustic damping capacity. Further,
this transition is associated with a perfect "memory" effect; that is
if a wire or sheet of this alloy is deformed below 650C, it will regain
its original shape when heated above 650C. These authors also openly
admitted for the first time that TiNi is a ductile intermetallic com-
pound. Following these reports of the pnysical changes in TiNi.
Gilfrich2 0 (1962), through use of an X-ray powder diffractometer(with
temperature control) , associated the changes in th3 diffraction
pattern occuring at around 650C with the decomposition of TiNi intc,

TiaNi and TiNi3 . These diffractometric observations were then
combined with dilatometric studies of TiNi by Buehler, Gilfrich and
Wiley 2 1 (1963) who concluded tnat TiNi decomposes into Ti 2 Ni and TiNi 3
in mareversible manner near room temperature. Although not fully
understanding the transformation mechanism, the authors pointed out the
fact that the transformation temperature is highly sensitive to factors
such as composition and mode cf plastic deformation.
Single crystals of TiNi in wire form were first obtained by Wang et al.
2(1965) through use of a modified "strain-anneal" method in which

poly-crystalline TiNi wire was subjected to repeated fast thermal
cyclings. By X-ray diffraction studies of these single crystals,
Wang, Buehler and Pickart 2(1965) confirmed the existence of a di-
ffusionless transformation near 1660C for stoichiometric TiNi. The'I transformation temperature dropped sharply with composition on either
side of the stoichiometric composition as shown in Fig. 5. Based on
the zwr transitions cbserved, one at 6000- 700°C(with diffusion)
and the other at 3.66 0 C(diffusionless), these authors designated
TVII.--, TiNi-II and TiNi-IlI as the phases existing above 7000C, be-
tween 166 and 6000C and below 166 0 C respectively. These authors

7
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POWDER PATTERN OF THE "n" PHASE

Observed Sin 2o Intensity hk.
Cu Ka

0.1099 W 00 2
0.1143 *11 0
0.1405 S 11 1

A 0.1502 *20 0
0.2584 *20 2
0.2670 W 21 0
0.2940 W 21 1
0.3416 W 30 0
0.3675 VW 30 1
0.4375 M 00 4
0.4921 M 31 0
0.5120 MW 21 3
0.5904 VW 20 4
0.7760 M 30 4
0.7960 M 41 0
0.8353 W 40 3

* These reflections also correspond to
Ti 2Ni.

(after Purdy and Parr; ref. 11)

Table 1.; Powder pattern of the "IT" Phase
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concluded that crystal structure of TiNi-II is a complex with a
short-range structure(trigonal) based on -(Ti-Ni-Ni)n- and
-(Ni-Ti-Ti)n- linear sequences(Fig. 6). The long-range structure
(cubic) is a statistical distribution of short-range trigonal struc-
tures with their unique axes aligned in the four <ill> cubic direc-
tions. According to these authors, the TiNi-II Z TiNi-III trans-
formation is diffusionless in nature and "martensitic" in character
but unique in that 1) it is accompanied by a considerable amount of
heat of transformation and 2) there is evidence for a crystallographic
distortion(second order) and not a crystallographic transformation
(first order). The authors also showed evidence for a 9 A super-
structural repeat(3 times the'reported lattice repeat for the CsCl-type
structure of TiNi) for TiNi-III.

Simultaneously, Dautovich and Purdy 2 4 (1965) used electron transmission
and diffraction methods, for the first time in an investigation of the
TiNi alloys. They concluded that TiNi(51 at.% Ni) undergoes a mar-
tensitic transformation near 50 0 C but that the transformation is pre-
ceded by a pre-martensitic second order transformation. They reported
the intermediate phase to be rhombohedral with a = 6.02 9, a = 90.70
and the final product, martensite, to be triclinic with a = 4.60 A
b = 2.86, c = 4.11 R, a = 90.10, $ = 90.90 and y = 96.70. Although
an a = 9 R repeat, identical to that observed by Wang et ai} 3 , was
also observed in this electron diffraction study, the authors inter-preted this as due to ordering of substitutional defects.

In 1952, Rostoker 2 5 reported the existence of Ti 4 Ni 2 O as fcc but
listed some diffraction lines which did not correspond to a fcc struc-
ture(all odd or all even indices). However, the structure reported
was confirmed iater by Nevitt 2 6 (1960). Meanwhile Yurko, Barten and
Parr 2 7 (1959) made a complete determination of the structure of TizNi
and found the structure to belong to space group, Fd3m, with a =
11.32 R. Using both X-ray and neutron diffraction techniques, Mueller
and Knott 2 0(1963) determined and compared the structures of Ti2Ni and
Ti4Ni 2O. Aside from a slight difference in their lattice constants
(Ti2Ni -- a = 11.3193 a vs. Ti 4 Ni2 O -- a = 11.3279 9) and interatomic
distances, the authors found the two structures to be completely
identical and thus not readily differentiated by X-ray or electron
diffraction methods.

The accelerated research efforts of many investigators, after the
discovery of the unique physical properties of TiNi by Buehler and
Wiley 1in 1962, were presented .at a symposium on "TiNi and Associated
Compounds" in 1967. This symposium was held at the U.S. Naval Ord-
nance Laboratory where the unique properties of TiNi were first dis-
covered. Out of this symposium, the following conclusions(including
some disputes) concerning the nature of TiNi and its transformation
emerged:(see NOLTR 68-16)

1. The earlier identifications of the TiNi-I, TiNi-II and TiNi-III
phases by Wang et al 23are vindicated by the internal friction study
of Hasiguti and Iwasaki29.

2. As pointed out by Carter3, the short-range trigonal structure
inferred earlier by Wang et al 3 , a, ,ually belongs to space group

10
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P3ml and a simple diffusion-mechanism exists for the transformation
between the B2(CsCl)-type and the P~ml structures.

3. The TiNi transition can be identified as a 'covalent' to
?metallic' electronic state transformation by various transport and
thermodynamic property changes observed at and around the transition
(Wang et al. 3").

Disputes:

0 The contention by Wang et alF 3 that the super-structure with a
9 A has the short-range PSml structure(assigned to the TiNi-II phase)
was challenged by Chandra and Purdy 3 2 and Scholl et al.3 3 , based on
their electron diffraction patterns. Chandra and Purdy interpreted
the diffuse streaks obtained in their electron diffraction pattern
as that due to scattering by large amplitude but short-wave length
phonons.

Meanwhile, Marcinkowski,Sastri and Koskimaki 3 4 3 S(1968,1969) reinves-
tigated the natura of TiNi and its diffusionless transformation by
transmission electron microscopy. In their first report(1968), the
authors identified two independent martensites, both with monoclinic
structures; M(a = 5.19, b 4.96, c = 4.25 9 and.$= 990), M'(a =
5.19, b = 5.52, c = 4.25 and O= ll60). The authors also confirmed
the earlier reports of Wang et al!3 that the TiNi transition pro-
ceeds by a diffusionless shear in the <111> direction and in the
(112) plane. Based solely on the electron microscopic identification
of the Ti 2Ni and TiNi 3 phases, the authors claimed once more in their
second paper(1969) the existence of eutectoidal decomposition of TiNi
into Ti 2 Ni and TiNi 3 .

In order to resolve the dispute between the a = 9 9 complex structure
inferred by Wang et al 3 on one hand and the phonon-scattering inter-
pretation suggested by Chandra and Purdy 3 2 on the other, Otsuka and
Shimizu 3 6 (1968) undertook yet another electron transmission micros-
copic study of TiNi. Based on the nature of the extra reflections
observed, the authors concluded that micro-precipitates were their
cause. Contrary to the work of Koskimaki et al?3  , the authors did
not find Ti 2 Ni and/or TiNi 3 , the eutectoidal decomposition products
of TiNi.

More recently, Wang et al ?7 (1969) showed by structure factor calcula-
tions, that the B2 and P3ml structures are practically indistinguish-
able in both their X-ray and neutron powder diffraction patterns. This
calculation therefore implies that the P~ml structure advocated by
Wang et al! 3 cannot be ruled out simply because the X-ray or neutron
powder patterns are indexable as a B2(CsCl)-type structure.

C. Eutectoidal Decomposition of TiNi into Ti2Ni and TiNi3.

Prior to the discoveries of a diffusionless transformation of TiNi
by Purdy and Parr1 1 and the unusual mechanical behavior of TiNi by
Buehler and Wiley1 9 , the major disagreement concerned the decomposi-
tion of TiNi into Ti 2Ni and TiNi3(hereafter referred to as the de-
composition). Without giving actual experimental evidence, Duwez

11
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and Taylor 7 first reported the decomposition of TiNi as similar to
that of TiFe to Ti 2 Fe and TiFe 2  These authors made no mention
whatsoever of the now recognized9' 1 9 ,2 6 , difficulty of preparing
TiNi powder for X-ray diffraction. Further, the decomposition of TiFe
was later proven to be ncn-existent38. Nontheless, the. .report was sec-
onded by Pool and Hume-Rothery9 based on an X-ray powder pattern
in which four extra lines were attributable to Ti 2 Ni and five extreme-
ly faint lines were attributable to TiNi3. It should be noted that
the powder pattern was obtained from a specimen which had been
annealed at 600 0 C for two weeks then quenched. The assumption made
here was that the process of quenching retained the structure of the
alloy matrix at 600 0 C at room temperature at which the pattern was
obtained. This is not necessarily true. In fact, it was proven to
be in error by Gilfrich 2 0 who used a controlled higl. temperature
X-ray powder diffractometer to obtain the powder patzerns of the alloy
at various temperatures. This experiment showed that the extra lines,
attributed to Ti 2 Ni or TiNi 3 , actually appear at about 80°C(tempera-
ture varies with the history of the alloy), as shown in Fig. 7.
Moreover, the extra lines appear and disappear almost instantaneously
as the temperature is lowered and raised. However, this observation
directly contradicts Gilfrich's own conclusion that the extra lines
are due to Ti 2 Ni and TiNi 3 ; for decomposition requires diffusion
which would be extremely slow if not impossible at these temperatures.
If the extra lines are due to Ti 2 Ni and TiNi 3 , they could not appear
and disappear almost instantaneously.

More recently, Koskimaki et al 3 s , based exclusively on an electron
transmission microscopic study, claimed once more the eutectoidal
decomposition of TiNi. The identification of Ti 2 Ni by these authors
was based on the lattice constants and symmetry observed. However,
the lattice constants and symmetry alone cannot 'prove' the existence

Mueller and Knottl have shown by neutron diffraction that Ti2Ni and
Ti'4 Ni 2O are crystallographically identical, and an extended period
of annealing could produce oxidation of TiNi to Ti4Ni 2O.

To summarize, it car, be said that the evidence presented by various
investigators in support of 'decomposition' is insufficient. Against
these reports and claims, Margolin et al. reported a fruitless
search for any evidence to substantiate the 'decomposition'. Purdy
and Parr 1 1  who first discovered the diffusionless transformation in
TiNi near room temperature, also disclaimed 'decomposition'. Further,

2 3in the only single crystal study of TiNi, Wang et al. could find
no evidence for 'decomposition.' Therefore, unless better evidence
is presented, it is reasonable to conclude that the 'decomposition'
does not take place.

II. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF TiNi

Prior to the single crystal study of Wang et al.?3 , it was generally
accepted, based on the powder patterns that TiNi was a B2(CsCl)-type
structurvin the high temperature range. However, Wang et al proposed
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"a short-range trigonal(P~ml) structure statistically distributed into
"a super structure with a W9 .(Fig. 6) in the temperature range, 600
to 6000C. The two conclusions are based on different methods of
investigation and should be analyzed more critically as follows:

Given a three-dimensional lattice, Rn n ~a1 + n 2 a 2 + n 3 a 3 , there

exists a reciprocal lattice, Rs hbi+ kb 2 + B 3 such that
ai'bj = 6ij (where i,j = 1,2,3). Further, from the Laue equations,

S'a 2 = k where S is the diffraction vector of
§.'a3 = I modulo (1/ )

it is clear that X-ray diffraction from a crystal lattice with al, a2
and a3 as lattice repeats will occur only at the reciprocal lattice
points, R' • It is equally clear that the diffraction pattern from
a three-dimensional crystal is also three-dimensional. However, an
X-ray powder pattern is, in essence, one-dimensional data. In other
words, the three-dimensional data are collapsed into one-dimension.
This can be understood as follows from the Debye's formula for a
powder diffraction pattern:

The observed intensity, I(s), is proportional to the square of
amplitude, A(s),

I(s) IA~s) 1 = Efn + E fnfn'"Cos27r(S"rnn1)

The observed intensity from a powder pattern is the sum of the average
of these terms or,

N N
nf t ZZfnfnI Cos2T(9irnn,).

n flfnl

Since, the average of the cosine term is

Cos2v(S.nn,) = J•Cos(2g.Trs.Cosy)SinydydO

Sin21T(S-rnnt)

271(S'rnn,)

the observed powder diagram depends only on the length of the inter-
atomic vectors and does not depend on their mutual orientations.

Without losing any generality, one can say that it is impossible to
solve a three-dimensional problem unambiguously based on one-
dimensional data; for a number of three-dimensional models can be
proposed based on a given set of one-dimensional data. This is the
fundamental weakness of the powder pattern method and the reason that
the single crystal diffraction method is definitely superior.

14
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A. Single Crystal Growth

For t'he reasons described above, it was realized by Wang et al? 2

that it was absolutely necessary to obtain single crystals of TiNi
and three-dimensional data in order to gain a true understanding of
the TiNi crystal structure. For an alloy as ductile as TiNi, growth
of single crystals of appropriate size for X-ray diffraction proved
to be extremely difficult by conventional methods. It was by a
modified "strain-anneal" method 22that TiNi single crystals of appro-
priate size were produced. The technique is essentially as follows:

A polycrystalline wire of TiNi was chemically etched to insure a
clean surface. As in the standard "strain-anneal" method , strain
was inv,?oduced by pulling or twisting the wire. The ends of the wire
were then spot-welded to tungsten leads and vacuum sealed at 10Am
pressure into a pyrex glass tube as shown in Fig. 8. Annealing was
accomplished by resistance heating by passing a controlled alternating
electric current through the wire. Temperature control was achieved
by varying the voltage across the wire ')y means of a yariable auto-
transformer. A single crystal of TiNi was successfully grown when the
temperature was raised and lowered a few dozen times in a cyclic
manner. The effect of this cycling on single crystal growth was found
to be most effective in the range in which thermal expans'on and con-
traction of the wire was most sensitive to temperature changes.

B. TiNi-I, TiNi-II and TiNi-III

1. The diffusionless Transformation Near Room Temperature.

The preliminary investigation of the single crystals of TiNi was
based on Laue photographs(Figs. 9-a, 9-b,9-c and 9-d). In Fig. 9-a,
the specimen was essentially polycrystalline while in Fig. 9-b, a
single crystal of TiNi is indicated. This Laue photograph also shows
'asterism' associated with the diffraction spots. However, upon
heating to above the transition temperature, Tc(in this case approxi-
mately 36 0 C) the ',sterism' disappeared instantaneously and the pattern
became one of normal discrete Laue diffraction spots. The appearance
and disappearance of Laue-asterism was readily reversible with the
temperature change and was directly associated with diffusionless
transformation. The absence of major changes in the diffraction
pattern, or the relative intensities as the whole, in transversing
Tc indicates that the crystal lattice as the whole remains nearly the
same in the two states.

"Laue-asterism" has been known to result from mildly deformed single
crystals with the presence of 'curved' or broken up lattice domains
which may be local in character or spread over a large region 0 . In
particular, the Laue photographs(Fig. 10) of an aluminum single crystal
before and after shear 4 can be compared with those from TiNi(Figs.
9-b, 9-c). It is obvious that the TiNi crystal structure undergoes
a mild dis-cortion upon cooling below the critical temperature. This
was the first indication that the transition occuring in TiNi close
to room temperature is not a crystallographic transformation, but is

15
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a crystallographic distortion and thus a second-order transformation.
We shall now elaborate on the differences between crystallographic
transformation and crystallographie, distc :ion.

Phase transformations between different crystal modificai/ons ar,
fundamentally different from between t:.e liquid and gaFeous statpý.
The liquid and gaseous states are distinguished from one another by
a greater or smaller interaction between their molecules, whereas
different crystal modifications are qualitat~vely different from one
another in their internal symmetry. Therefore, each symmetry pro-
perty exists or does not exist, appears or disappears with a sudden
jump, not graoually. This is to say that in each state, the matrix
will have either one symmetry or the other but not something in-tetweer.
With this understanding, a crystallographic transformation i. the
transformation between two thermodynamic states,01(P,T) and 2z(PT)
with distinct crystal modifications. At the transition point, the
chemical potentials of the two phases are equal: ji 1(P,T, C1 ) =l,.
(PT, C2 ) where Ci and C2 represent the crystal modifications of
the two states. In each state, the point matrix will have either one
of the symmetry or the other such that the transformation, Cl --
C2  is discontinuous. Therefore, two-dimensional interface('haba..
plane') exists between the two crystallographic modifications. 1hermo-
dynamically, sudh a transformation is first order and is accompanied
by a latent heat which is equal to the difference in entropy between
the two crystal modifications multiplied by the temperature at which
the transformation takes place.

l E - TSI + PVI = P = E2 TS 2 + PV 2

(E 2 E1 ) - T(S 2 - S) + P(V 2 - V) 0

Q T.AS

where |i - thermodynamic potential
E - internal energy
S - entropy
V -volume

Crystallographic distortion differs from crystallograzhic transfor-
mation because of the absence of aay discontinuous change in the
arrangement of the atoms in the crystal. However, there is an abrupt
change of symmetry in the sense that even a small arbitrary displace-
ment of the atoms from their initial symmetric positions is sufficient
to produce an abrupt change in the symmetry of the lattice. FoPr ex-
ample, at high temperature, BaTiO3 has a cubic lattice with a unit
cell as shown in Fig. 11. As the temperature is lowered to its
critical temperature(120 0 C), Ti and 0 atoms begin to shift relative
to the Ba atoms along one edge of the cube and the lattice becomes
tetragonal. Further cooling results in a further shift of atoms and
thus a continuous change in the atomic arrangement. Thus, during the
crystallographic distortion, the matrix changes continuously and homo-
geneously in such a manner that the two crystal modifications are
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indistinguishable. On tie other hand, during crystallographic trans-
formation, two crystal modifications are in equilibrium and distinct
from one another.

The absence of any discontinuity of state in crystal distortL,•u cata-
gorizes this type of phase transformation as second-order. Following
thermodynamic arguments for second-order phase transformations 4 2 ,
order-disorder parameter exists which determines the degree of the
atomic displacement from the original crystal symmetry. This parameter
equals zero (y=O) for no displacement, and maximum displacement
corresponds to y=l. The absence of discontinuity of states results
in the absence of latent heat or volume change at the transition point.

2. The Transformation Involving Diffusion at 6000 to 700 0 C

Heating the crystal above 6000 N700 0 C produces a definite change in
the relative intensities of the diffraction spots(compare Figs. 9-c
to 9-d). This change is not accompanied by a change of diffraction
angles and is therefore attributable to replacement disordert. This
reasoning is elaborated below.

By neglecting surface effect, an ideal single crystal can be expressed
mathematically in term of its electron density as:

pc(r) P(r)wEZ(r)*o(r)1

where p(r) - electron density within the unit cell.
a(r) - 'form factor' which defines the exterior

shape of the crystal.

Z(r) =ES(r - rn), a Dirac(delta) function with
rn = nial + n 2 a 2 + n3a3 such that
6(r) = 0 when r-rn / 0
6(r) = - when r-rn 0

moreover, fSr(-rn)dVr 1.

Through the use of the faitung(convolution) theory, the reciprocal
space, A(s) to the real space, pc(r) can be expressed as:

A(s) = fpc(r)exp(-2nis.i)dVr = fp(r)4[Z(r).o(r)Jexp(-2nis-.)dVr

= F(s).R(s).

where F(s) = transf[p(r)] = ýfiexp(21Tig.ri)

R(s) = transf[Z(r).cr(r)]
= Z(s)*Z(s)
= i/Vc M6(s - r*)

t Replacement disorder results when atomic sites remain unchanged but
the atomic sequence of occupation of these sites becomes disordered.
Displacement disorder results when the atomic sequence of occupation
remains unchanged but atom sites are displaced and thus spatially
distorted.
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therefore,

I(s) = IA(s)2 = IF(s)1 2  + IR(s)12.

Thus, it is obvious that the X-ray diffraction data from a crystal
consists of two parts: 1) Fýs), the intensity which determines the
electron density distribution within the unit cell and 2) R(s), which
is expressed in term of positions and shapes of diffraction spots.
This is the part which yields information on the fundamental lattice
repeats, and the shape of the 9rystal.

This understanding, combined with experimental evidence, led to the
conclusion that two transitions exist in 51 at.% Ni of TiNi; one at
6000° 700OC(with diffusion) involving replacement order-disorder
and one at 40°C(diffusionless) involving displacement order-disorder.
Following the notation of Wang et al ý 3 , the three distinct thermo-
dynamic states of TiNi are designated as:

TiNi-I Between 7000C up to the m.p.(13100 C)

TiNi-II Between 400 C up to about 6000C

TiNi-III Below 400C to about -900C

(TiNi-IV Below -90°C)

These three states(or four states) as predicted by Wang et a12 3 ,were
corroborated by the internal friction data of Hasiguti and Iwasak1 2 9

as shown in Fig. 12.

C. The TiNi-II Structure

Further investigation of TiNi single crystals with a precession
camera showed the diffraction symmetry to be m3m both above and below
the 400C transition. Typical procession photographs showing undis-
torted reciprocal lattices taken at various temperatures are giveu in
Figs. 13-a, 13-b, 13-c and 13-d. The TiNi-II pattern shown in Fig.
13-a consists of a set of diffuse streaks and a set of regular dif-
fraction spots(inter-connected with solid lines). Disregarding the
streaks, the diffraction spots alone indicate a CsCl-type diffraction
pattern; i.e., the fundamental reflections, h + k + £= 2n are strong
and the super-reflections, h + k + k= 2n + 1 are weak. This combined
with a measured lattice constant, a = 3.01 R, Appears to confirm the
previous reports 12 7 based on the powder patterns that TiNi has a
CsCl-type structure. However,the streaks disappeared and re-appeared
reversibly at the TiNi-II W TiNi-III transition. Simultaneously,
a set of weak reflections appeared and disappeared. Furthermore, the
lattice repeat of these weak reflections(inter-cbnnected by dotted
lines in Fig. 13-b) is exactly three times that of the 3 • lattice
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such that the two lattices have a sub- and super-lattice relationship

to one another.

These observations imply that ýhe TiNi crystal structure is not a
simple CsCl-type, but has a 9 A super-lattice which transforms from
a disordered to an ordered state in going from TiNi-II to TiNi-III
at the 400C transition. Further, it is observed that the streaks in
the TiNi-II pattern(Fig. 13) are directed toward the reciprocal lattice
origin. To understand the nature of these streaks, it is best to
refer to the fundamental Laue equations which govern the nature and
position of reflections.

S'aj = ni , S'a 2  n 2  , S'a 3  n3

where S is the diffraction vector with IS! (2SinO)/X and
n:, n 2 and. n3 = 0, ±1, ±2, ±3-------

In vector notation, it is obvious that each of the Laue equations
describes a set of parallel planes perpendicular to vector ai with
an inter-planar spacing of l/Ia.I • That is, if only one of the three
Laue conditions is satisfied, diffraction in reciprocal space is a
set of planes; if only two conditions are satisfied, diffraction in
reciprocal space is a set of lines. Only when all'three conditions
are simultaneously satisfied will diffraction occur at diescrete
reciprocal lattice points. Inasmuch as the interplanar distances
described by the three Laue equations are equal to X/IaiI, the re-
ciprocal lattice constants, bl, b 2 and b 3 will vary proportionally
and simultaneously with the wavelength, X , used. This is illustrated
experimentally by the 'white radiation streaks' produced by a contin-
uous wavelength spectrum. Conversely, it is easy to see that the
same effect-can be produced with monochromatic X-rays if the lattice
constants al, a2, and a3 vary proportionally and simultaneously.
Since the 400 C transition is diffusionless, a cooperative displace-
ment of atom positions within interatomic distances is expected.
This fact, together with the alternate reason described for the
'white radiation streaks', led to the following conclusion.

For a cubic structure like TiNi, atomic displacements will cause the
lattice constants to elongate or shorten simultaneously with equal
magnitudes only if such cooperative displbcements take place on the
{ill}planes. This suggests that the atomic arrangement in the {111)
planes is unique, with reference to either interatomic distances or
arrangement of atomic species. Based on these considerations, the
conditions which the crystal structure of TiNi-II must satisfy are:

1. The structure must be centrosymmetric.
2. The overall atomic composition ratio, Ti:Ni must be 1:1.
3. The atomic arrangement of the {111) planes must be unique.
4. The structure must show a sub-(3 9) and super-(9 a) lattice

relationship in which the sublattice is ordered while the superlattice
is disordered.

5. The diffraction symmetry obtained from such a structure must be
cubic, m3m.
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A B2CCsCl)>.type structure is composed of two interpenetrating simple
cubic lattices(one interconnecting cube-corners), the other cube-
centers) which are referred hereafter as the (0) and (1/2) lattices.
A crystal structure meeting the requirements ,Bescribed I above can be
constructed based on a linear atomic sequence, -(Ni-Ti-Ti)n- for the
(0) lattice and -(Ti-Ni-Ni)n- for the (1/2) lattice as shown in
Fig. 6. The crystal structure constructed in this manner meets condi-
tions, 1, 2 and 3 in that it is centrosymmetric with an overall Ti:Ni
atom ratio equal to one and the atomic arrangement on (111) plane is
unique, i.e., alternating layers of Ti and Ni.However, the structure
is rhombohedral and not cubic and does not yield m3m diffraction
symmetry as required by experimental evidence. The 9 9 super-lattice
is not disordered; thus part of condition 4 is not satisfied. However,
these inconsistencies both can be resolved by the following consid-i ration.

A simple cubic lattice based on a linear atomic sequence, -(B-A-A)n-
can have four possible orientations of the unique <111> axis as
shown in Fig. 14. Since the orientation of the unique axis is the
only difference among the four possibilities, the internal free
energy of each of the four types should be exactly the same. There-
fore, the four orientations are equally probable and are expected to
be statistically distributed in the TiNi-II structure. The unique
axes of these four different orientations are:

<111> I <111> <111> <111>

respectively referred to common coordinates. Since these four possi-
bilities would be inherent to both the (0) and (1/2) lattices in the
TiNi-Il structure, there should be 16 possible combinations of dif-
ferent orientations between the two lattices. However, the require-

ment of a unique atomic arrangement, the (111) plane eliminates the
possible combinations with different orientations. This leaves only
four distinct possible combinations in which the planes of unique
atomic arrangement in both lattices are oriented in the same direction,
therefore, there are four possible orientations for the TiNi-II
structure.

Combination of these four different orientations can also be consi-
dered as fault-stacking. It is observed in Fig. 14 that the first
and the fourth layer of types I and II are identical. Further,
the second layer of type i is identical to the third layer of type
II and conversely, the third layer of type I is identical to the
second layer of type MI. Therefore, if the sequence of layer stacking
were designated as ABCABC for type I, the type II sequence must be
ACBACB. This demonstrates the fact that disorientations in TiNi alloy
can be considered as stacking faults.

In summary, the crystal structure of TiNi-II, as proposed by Wang
et al! 3 , is rhombohedral in short-range order but exhibits cubic
diffraction symmetry because of the statistical distribution of the
rhombohedral domains in the four<lll> unique directions(referred to.
the cubic axes).
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1st layer,~ 2nd layer. 3rd layer 4th layer type

A-A-B-A A-B-A-A

a A-B-A,-A B1-A-A-B
BA-A -B -A-A-B3 A,-A,-B-Ak, B-A-A-B

A-A-B-A A-A-B-A A-B-A-A A-A-B-A

b A,-B-A,-A A-B-A-A A-A-B-A A-B-A-A

B -A -A -B~ B'-A-A-b A-:3-A-AAO B-A-A-B3

A,-A-B-A B--A-A-B
A- B -A - I I I I
A--B--A-A A-A-B-A

-A B-A-A-B
I I 11I D. I Ill l I I i

FA--B--A A A-B-A-A A-A--B-A A-B-A-AI I I I II I
b I~-A.--B-A A-A-B-A, A,-B-A-A A-A-B-

I B-A-A-B v
A-B-A-A B3-A-A-1I I I II I I I
A-A-BI-A A-B-A-A

(after Wang et al.; ref. 23)

Fig. 14.; The four possible orientaticons -of a 3-

dimensional lattice whose linear sequence is
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a. The TiNi-II short-range P3ml structure.

The rhombohedral structure thus proposed was later identified by
Carter30 as belonging to space group, P3ml with three units of TiNi
per unit cell as follows:

1 Ti(a); 0, 0, 0 1 Ni(b); 0, 0, 1/2

2 Ti)d)(l1i/3, 2/3, ZT) 2 Ni(d);±(2/3, 1/3, ZN)

where ZT = 1/6 and ZN = 1/3.

The lattice correspnndence between the B2 and P3ml structure is:

a1 2 ao

a 1 1 1 ao

t 3ml B2

with jail = "lazl r lac1 and Ia3i= r3'laoI

This relationship is illustrated in Fig. 15. The corresponding inverse
matrix which gives the transformation of the P3ml indices, H;K,L into
the B2 cubic indices, h, k, k is:

h 2 1 H

(k =1/3( 1 2
kB 2 121L P m

Inasmuch as the H,K, L indices of P3ml are integers without restric-
tions, it is clear that the h,k,t indices of B2 can assume one third
values. In the (hko) plane when K = -(H + L)/2, h = (-H +. L)/2 and
k = (H + L)/2 so one half indices are possible. This condition of
replacement disorder presumably exists in *the TiNi-II phase and pro-
duces the diffraction streaks shown in Fig. 13-a. During transfor-
mation from TiNi-II to TiNi-III, atoms shear in the <111> direction
so as to create a displacement disorder in the P3ml short-range
structure. This misalignment brings in the expected one-third reflec-
tions in the (hkk) planes. These mechanisms will be discussed in
more detail in a later section.

Based on, powder diffraction, Chandra and Purdy 3 2 (X-ray) and Scholl,
Larson and Freise 3 3(neutron) found that within experimental error
the structure factor ratio,(SFR) of JF(200)l/IF(l00)I (B2 indices)
agreed with the value expected for a B2 structure. The fact led
Chandra and Purdy to suggest that, if the TiNS.-II complex structure
is to be given credence, it must be assumed that TiNi-II phase exists
sometimes as a B2-type and sometimes as the complex structure. It
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was shown by Wang et aý that this conclusion 12 Pot necessarily correct.
From the lattice correspondence given above between the B2 and P3ml
structures, the structure factor equivalent equation cah be derived.

F(hOO) F(HOH)
4!

fT {1 + 2Cos2hir(ZT - 1/3ý) + fN{Cos,(h)70

+ 2Cos2hr(ZN - 1/3)}

In P3m! there are twelve planes that are equivalent to (ROH));
(ROL), (HOE), (HRL), (RHE), (OHL), (ORE)

(HOL), (ROL), (HRh), (RHL), (0RL), (OHL)
Analogously, the {ll0)B2 planes convert to eighteen equivalent P3Inl
planes;

4i
(012), (Ol•), (102), (10ý), (112), -(liH )
(0i5), (012), (102), (1O0), (112), (i15)

010O), (2io), (li.O), (iio), (l•O), (120) "

The calculated structure factors and their structurej factor ratios'
for both B2 and P3ml are compared in Table 2(X-riy) and'Table 3
(neutron). These calculations show that the fact that the observed
intensity ratios, 1(200)/1(100) and I(110)/I(10,0) from both X-ray
and neutron diffraction happen to agree with thIose expectedi for a ,
B2(CsCl)-type structure can neither prove the existence of the B2
structure nor disprove the existence of the complex structure proposed
by Wang et alý 3 . This is to say that additional data are required
to prove a B2 structure. These additional' data may come in the form
of a) aboslute intensity measurements or b)imeasurements of relative
intensities of all the symmetry-independent reflections within tie
reflection sphere. Absolute intensity measuremento are obviously
difficult, particularly in the presence of diffuse streaks. IPowder I
patterns could be used to measure t'he relative intensities of all
the symmetry-independent reflections only if. TiNi powder were avalil-
able. Unfortunately, because of the high ,d'uctilit and low friabilityl
of TiNi alloy, it is virtually impossible to preparK TiNi powder by
conventional methods. All X-ray and neutron powder diffractioh
patterns obtained to this point fort TiNi came from bulk specime~ns
and thus may be inaccurate due-to referred orientation. Of course
this was the reason the authors 3 2' were forced to limit their com- •
parison of the intensity ratios to I(200)/I(100)-alone. This shorit-
coming was eventually overcome by Buehler and Wang4 5 wholobtained
TiNi powder for the first time in the following manner.

A TiNi electrode(6 cm dia. and 8 cm long) was cast. Thelmethod of
casting a large ingot of TiNi is due to Buehler and has a U.S. patent
pending. This electrode was spun at high speed inbide a vacuum chamber
( ,. 10 6mm) while being heated to its melting point, about 1310oC.
Under these conditions, fine particles of TiNi spun off the
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electrode and collected as powder. The powder was then sieved to
provide a sample with particle sizes between 44 to 70 microns.
X-ray diffraction was used to confirm that the powder sample was the
same. as the bulk material.

With the TiNi-II crystal structure established, it is possible to
interpret both the 700 0 C and the 40 0 C transitions. The 700 0C transi-
tion is, as reasoned before, a diffusion involved replacement order-
disorder transition. Therefore, TiNi-I(7000C to its melting point)
is essentially a replacement-disordered B2-type structure, therefore
a bcc. Upon transformation from TiNi-I to TiNi-II, the atomic se-
quence, -(A-B-B)n- forms in the resulting P3ml structure in the
following manner proposed by Carter. The mechanism depends upon
the presence of thermally generated vacancies in the B2 structure.
If a nearest neighbor atom moves into a vacancy site, in effect, the
vacancy has moved along4a1dy diagonal. If the vacancy continues
to move in the same direction, the result is the same as if a linear

-Ti-Ni-Ti-Ni- atomic chain had moved along the body diagonAl a dis-
tance of r3(ao/2), where ao is the cubic unit cell edge as shown
in Fig. 16.

b. Atomic shear direction at the 400C transition.
Inasmuch as the 40 0 C transition is diffusionless, and 'martensitic'
in nature, the atoms undergo a cooperative shear. In order to ascer-
tain the direction of this shear, Wang et al? 3 performed a partial
Fourier synthesis including, only the super-reflections(encircled
reflections in Fig. 13-b). This Fourier shows only those atoms which
actually participated in'cooperative movements during the 40 0 C tran-
sition.

Based on the theory of diffraction, the electrons of a crystal are
responsible for its diffraction spectra, and conversely the electron
density can be calculated by a Fourier synthesis, once the diffraction
spectra and their phases are known. This is expressed mathematically
as follows:

P(i) = 1/V E (fi)exp(27ii-r.)

where R is the diffraction vector expressed in terms'of
h,k, £, the Miller indices and V is the unit cell volume.

When a structure is composed of a sub- and super-structure, the sub-
structure is defined46 as that part of the electron density which
conforms to the sub-structure period; whereas the super-structure
is that portion of the electron density which does not conform to
the sub-structure period. With this definition, it is easy to see
that the 9 a repeat created during the 40 0 C diffusionless atonic shear
is equivalent to a super-structure. Since the super-reflections are
caused by the super-structure, a Fourier synthesis based on super-
reflections alone should ield a scaled down electron density of the
super-structure. In the TiNi case, it should yield the positions of
atoms which participated in shearing. However, in the TiNi case, the
Fourier synthesis is hampered in two ways; a) symmetry-independent
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reflections are too few in number and b) phases of the super-
reflections are unknown. In order to circumvent these difficulties,
Wang et a1 2 3 resorted to a graphic method which is based on the close
relationship between the distribution of atoms and the Miller indices
of the observei reflections, e.g., the intense 200 reflection implies
an atomic separation of ao/2. In this manner, atomic posttion
which satisfy all the super-reflections can be found by plotting the
gnaph shown in Fig. 17. In this plot, 13 nodes can be detected along
the diagonal. These 13 nodes can be rationalized by referring to the
(li) plane shown in Fig. 18. If atoms were to shear in the <111>
direction as shown by arrows,' 13 nodes would be created just as shown
in Fig. 17. This conclusion was later supported by the electron
diffraction work of Marcinkowski et al. 4 who also found the direction
of shear to be in the <111>

III. MECHANISM OF TiNi MARTENSITIC TRANSFORMATION

A. Structure of TiNi-:III('Martensite')

By assuming atoms'to shear in the <111> direction and assuming an
'inhomogeneous' model of shear, Wang worked out a detailed trans-
formation-mechanism from a B2(CsCl)-type to a triclinic(P]) structure.
Followed by a sub-micro twinning, a final structure(Pl) is obtained
as follows:

Mechanical. twinning is thought to be achieved by homogeneous shear
which conforms to the macroscopic observation. Homogeneous shear
is completely de"fined 8"49 by KI, the twin plane; K2 , the second
circular section; ni, the direction of shear and n2, the axis of the
principal zone., In addition, S, the shear plane and s, the crys-
tallographic shear are used. Homogeneous shear has been accepted as
the atbmic mechanism of mechanical-twin formation for A2(bcc)-type
structure. The basic unit of shear is (1/6)[111 and the displace-
ment of a row of atoms is proportional to its distance frcm +he twin
plane, KI with the factor sequence, (FS), 0-1-2-3-4---- as in Fig.
19-a. In contrast to the homogeneous shear model, the inhomogeneous
shear model has a FS, -(0--11)n- where 1 indicates shearing in the
reverse direction, as shown in Fig. 19-b. The homogeneous and in-
homogeneous shear models are therefore the two atomic mechanisms
through which a reflection-twin can be achieved in an A2 structure.

Although a B2(CsCl)-type structure has an A2(bcc) configurationt,
the mechanical twin-elements for an A2(bcc) structure, when applied
to a B2-type structure, do not produce a reflection-twin, regardless
of whether a homogeneous or inhomogeneous shear model is used. The
homogeneous model leads to a tetragonal structure with P4/mm symmetry
whereas the inhomogeneous model leads to a trigonal structure with
P~ml symmetry as shown in Fig. 20. Therefore, mechanical-twinning
of a B2 structure must be explained by a different mechanism than
that used for an A2 structure.
t 'Configuration' here means the structure in which atomic ordering
has been ignorcd.
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(after Wang et al.; ref.23)

Fig. l7.;A two-dimensional Fourier projection cal-
culated from the (l50),(l70),(280),(480),(360) and
(570) super-reflections observed in Fig. 13-(b);13
nodes are observed along the diagonal of the square.
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*-*;Ti-Ti distance(in metal)* 2.89
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(after Wang et al.; ref. 23)

Fig. lB.;The (110) plane of the TiNi-Il structure
whose orientation is shown in Fig. 6. The approxi-
mate directions of the atomic shear as indicated
by arrows is in 111 of the CsCl structure. The
dotted lines indicate the possible final positions
of the atoms.
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Fig. 19.;(a) Homogeneous(simple) shear on the (110)
plane of an A2(bcc) structure leading to a twin(dotted
line). (b) Inhomogeneous shear model on the (110) plane
of an A2(bcc) structure leading to a twin(dotted line).
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Fig.20.; (a) Homogeneous(simple) shear on the (110) plane
of a B2(CsCl) structure leading to a tetragonal structure
with P4/mmm symmetry. (b) Inhomogeneous shear on the (110)
plane of a B2 structure leading to a trigenal structure with
P3ml symmetry.
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Nevertheless, because the basic unit of shear, (1/6)[111], in the A2
structure is based on the requirement that the shear vector, T, must
be the least of all possible vectors giving rise to the twinned statesO
the following conclusion is possible. So long as the structure under
consideration has an A2 configuration and so long as the shear move-
ment are within interatomic distances and cooperative(such as those
found in martensitic transformations), the basic unit of the shear
vector will be (1/6)[111] and the shear will be inhomogeneous.
Transformation-twinning of a B2-type structure satisfies these condi-
tions, and the B2 -- P1 transformation is described below.

1. Triclinic(P1) structure.

Let us assume that the shear vector is aligned in the <111> direc-
tion throughout the following discussion. Then, three of the six
{1101 planes,(ll0), (io), (oil) will be parallel to the shear vector
and the other three,(ll0), (101) and (011) will not . These two d.Ls-
tinct groups of planes will be referred to hereafter as the parallel
and the nonparallel planes. With a FS such as -(0-1-1)n- taking place
exclusively on the (110) plane, there are two ways to construct a
3-dimensional structure. Either the bO rows of atoms fall between the
al and a! rows of atoms(which leads to a structure with P3ml symmetry)
or the bO rows of atoms fall immediately adjacent to the aO rows of
atoms(which leads to a structure with P1 symmetry). In the former
case, the shear movements throughout the lattice as a whole are in-
homogeneous and non-cooperative; in the latter case, they are inhomo-
geneous but cooperatlve. Inasmuch as martensitic transformations in-
volve cooperative shear of atoms, only the latter case need be con-
sidered.

In Fig. 21-a, the relationship between the unit cell constants of the
P! structure and those of the B2 structure is shown. The vertical
view along the [100] direction of the B2 structure shows subseguent
planes of atoms with 0,1 and 1 cooperative shears along the (011)
plane(Fig. 21-b). The triclinic structure thus derived belongs to
space group, P1, and has six atoms per unit cell as follows:

Atom A; l(a); 0, 0, 0

2(i); ± x ± Y ± z

(with X = 1/2, Y = 1/6, Z = 1/3)

Atom B; l(e); 1/2, 1/2, 0
2(i); ± X, ± Y, ± z

(with X = 0. Y = 1/3, Z = 1/3)

The lattice correspondence between the two structure is

(al~ 0 1 1 a0

a2 J 1 0 0 a 0
a3 p•/0 1 5 aoB

4a 0 B2
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Fig. 21. ; (a) The hO row otf atoms falls immediately adjacent(h) of cooterWativet ly haref~am alngth

to the aO row of atoms. The unit cell constants of the transformed
structure goes from the a layer to the b layer.(b) Planes of cooperatively shtiaring.atoms along the

(OTI) plane. (projection along 0.LOO> )
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with a= 900, 8 108.40 and y 900 for the PI'structure.

Two distinct modes of twinning and one mode of trilling are possible
in the course of the B2 -- *PI transformation. The first mode of ref-
lection-twinning(Mode-I) arises from the fact that there are two
ways in which the bO rows of atoms can be placed adjacent to the aO
rows of atoms; either along [1003 or along [0103. These two choices
are equivalent to the b axes of the P1 structure being parallel to
[100) or [010) of the B2 structure. The twin plane for Mode-I
twinning is therefore (110) of the B2 structure and (111) of the P1
structure(Fig. 22-a). The second mode of twinning(Mode-II) arises from
the fact that within the inhomogeneous model described above, two types
of FS are possible; -(0-i-i)n- and -(0-1-1) - . In a 2-dimensional
structure, the -(0-l-1)n- FS leads to a bcc lattice(Fig.23-a), whereas
the -(0-1-1) - FS gives an oblique lattice(Fig. 23-b). The two struc-.n
tures are distinctly differeAt and appear to have no relationship to
one another. In extending to 3-dimensional structure, the two tyees
remain distinct if each bO row of atoms falls between an al and al row
of atoms. However, if the bO row of atoms falls next to the aO row of
atoms as shown in Fig. 21-a, the two structures are actually reflec-
tion twins of one another. This can be visualized in the following
manner.

If the FS, -(0-1-1)n- operates exclusively on the (110) plane, the
projected structure on the (110) plane and on the other two parallel
planes, (101) and (0il), will be A, B and. C as shown in Figs. 24-a,
24-b and 24-c. The projected structure B is actually the structure
based on the other FS, -(0-1-1)n- . That is, both FS actually coexist
in the P1 structure but in different orientations. Mode-II twinning
is therefore generated when both FS exist simultaneously on one of
the (lI0)-type 2arallel planes. The twin plane for Mode-II twinning
is therefore (011) of the B2 structue and (001) of the P! structure
as shown in Fig. 22-b.

A combination of Mode-I and Mode-II twinning results in an overt P3m
symmetry and therefore a trilling as shown in Fig. 25. One more possi-
ble twinning occurs when a crystal of B2 structure is already growth-
twinned prior to the transformation. In this case, the two twinned
domains can simultaneously undergo shearing and yet leave the twin-
plane unchanged as shown in Fig. 26.

Using the TiNipowder obtained by Buehler and Wang 45 and the mechanism
of the B2 -- P1 transformation described above, Wang, Pickart and
Alperin$! proceeded to establish the TiNi-IIl structure.

Experimentally, an X-ray powder diffraction pattern was obtained with
a Picker Horizontal Diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation. Temperature
control was effected by use of a semiconducting thermo-electric element.
The element was soldered onto a copper block whose temperature was
maintained constant by an internal water-flow. A chromel-alumel thermo-
couple was soldered to the surface of the thermo-electric element
directly adjacent to the sample. A power supply capable of delivering
5 amps. at 2 volts was used to power the thermo-electric element. In
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Fig.24;The structures,A,B and C projected
onto the (1I0),(101) and (0i1) parallel
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single circles are the b layer).
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this manner, the sample temperature could be varied from, -20 0 C to
800C simply by varying the current and its flow-direction(the flow-
direction determines whether sample temperature is higher or lower
than the reference temperature). The whole assembly was enclosed in
avacuum ',.hamber equipped with a beryllium window. Powder patterns

were obtained at the intervals of 30 40C between -100 to 800C, and
in critical areas, at one degree centigrade intervals.

Low and high temperature neutron diffraction patterns were obtained
9• with the reactor at National Bureau of Standards(Gaithersburg,

Me:zyland)- For work between 40K and R.T., a standard low temperature
large diameter aluminum cryostat was used. Six runs were made in this
temperature range. For temperatures between ,R.T. and 800C, patterns
were obtained approximately at 50C intervals. In zll cases, a
crystal monochromated beam of X= 1.11 9 was used.

A few initial assumptions made by Wang et al.5 were:

a. The stnuctare of TiNi-II is B2-type.

b. During the transition from TiNi-II to TiNi-III, an inhomo-
geneous but cooperative atomic shear takes place in the <111>
direction, as established earlier in the single crystal study of
Wang et al.• , but without distortion of the original lattice.

c. A factor sequence, -(0-l-1)n-, is present in (110) plane.

Under these conditions and with the shear-vector,(i/6)[lll] completed,
a new structure(Structure A) with space group P1 as shown in Fig.
27-a is obtained. Crystallographic data and the calculated powder
patterns of Structure A for both X-ray and neutron diffraction are
given in Table 4. When FS, -(0-1-1)n- is present in (110), Structure
B(Fig. 27-b) a reflection-twin of Structure A is obtained. It can
be shown that the powder pattern of Structure B is identical to that
of Structure A. Neither structure, however, is acceptable as the
'martensite' because the calculated powder pattern has far fewer
reflections than are observed within a given 20 range.

2. Triclinic(Pl) structure.

The fact that Structures A and B are reflection-twins of one another
and that shear-strain can be minimized by the formation of fine-twins
(e.g., as small as a few atomic layers) allows the following postulate
to be made. If Structure A and Structure B were to intertwin with
one another on a sub-micro scale as shown in Fig. 27-c, a new struc-
ture whose c axis is twice that of Structure A or B will result.
Structure C is non-centrosymmetric and belongs to spaca group Pl.
Crystallographic data and the calculated powder pattern of Structtmre
C are given in Table 5. It is observed that there is a general
agreement, particularly with regard to the number of reflections in
a given 20 range, between the calculated and the observed patterns
for both X-ray and neutron diffractions.

Observed reflections with high intensities for both X-ray and neutron
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Fig. 27; Structures A, B and C. In (a) and (b), dotted

lines and dotted circles indicate the B2 lattice and their
atomic positions respectively(open circles at y 0 ; solid
circles at y = 1/2). Arrows show projected shear-vectors.
In (c), double lines represent twin-planes.
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Table 4
NOLTR 72-4

Triclin1c(A1); Structures A Of B.

lattice Comstants:
a= 4.2k, b a3.00, ca 6.701; L a90", go108.-','90
At=nIC Postitc:

Ti: 0, 0, o0 Ni: /2, 1/2' 0
1( 5/6, 5/6, 2/3 ) I 1/3, 1/3, 1/3)

IC re rI-

-1 1 0 37.36 209 1 0 0 15.86 25
-1 0 1

$ 3. 1 1 42.60 )23

-13 1 0 1 0 1-2 3-0 0 21

-2 0 2 15.06 119
0 -1 1•. 23.60 1u

2 0 11 51.76 154 0 1 1
-1 -1 3J

0 -1 2 'I29.48 12?
0 2 1 63.68 76 -1 0 3

0 -2 2 69.20 30 1 1 1) 30.34 9
-1 -1 2
0 0 3

-2 -1 1 37.40 120 1z 3
0 1 3

(after Wang et al; ref. 51)

Table 4,; Crystallographic data and calculated X-ray and
neutron powder diffraction patterns for the P1. structure
(Structure A or B). Claculated intensities are based on
Ic(hkl) = k.M'Lp. Fc(hkl) , where k proportionality
constant, M = multiplicity factor, Lp = Lorentz and polar-
ization factor. Planes with calculated relative intensities
less than 10 io X-ray and less than 6 in neutron diffrac-
tion patterns are not listed.
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Table 5

NOLTR 72-4

Triclinic(P1); Structure C.

Lattice Conct=ts:
aa4.24, b- 3.00, c- 13.4 1; •- 90", •-108.4" and y-90

Atomic Positions:
Ti: 0, 0, 0 NI." 1/2, 1/2, 0

0, 0, 1/2 1/2, 1/2, 1/2
1/2, 1/6, 1/6 o, 2/3, 1/6
1/2, 5/6, 1/3 0,- 1/3, 1/3
5/6, 5/6, 2/3 1/3, 1/.3, 2/3
1/6, 1/6, 516 2/3, 2/3, 5/6

h k 1 2X-ray.(1.. A) h k I Neutron(1.11 A)
IC ------- IC

-1 1 1 36.66 172 -1 0 1 15.0 22
0 1 3 0 1 0
0-13) 0 1 0' 21.32 90

1 0 2
-1 1 0 37.36 248 -1 0 4
-1 -1 2?

* -11 2 0 1 1 21.92 11

S-1 1 • 39.38 80
-3 3 3) 1 0 3 25.21 11

0 0 5~
1 1 2 42.62 1356 -1 0 5

-1 -1 4+
0 0 6)- 1 1 26.26 4

0 1 3
-2 o 1 43.22 74 0 -1 3
-2 0 3 •-1 1 o0 26.68 10
2 " o 45.02 214 -1 1 } 2

•-2 0 4
1 1 2) 30.34 51

1 -1 3 .46.78 68 -1 -1 4
-1 1 51 0 0 6

2 0 1i 47.92 272 2 0 o• 32.14 22
-2 0 5- -2 o0 1 5
1 -1 4 51.76 380
2 0 2 2 0 1 31.02 33

-1 1 6 0 0 5
-2 o 6 -2 0 5

2 0 3 56.44 29 1 -1 4) 36.66 15
2 0 2

1 -1 5 57.44 115 -1 1 6

(after Wang at al; rer. 51) Table 5.
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diffraction were then fitted with calculated values by varying the
lattice constants. This produced the new lattice constants:

0
a = 4.17 , b = 3.11 , c = 12.55 A
a = 96.60, 8= 105.18, y = 84.090.

Needless to say, this set of lattice constants was not unique and
other solutions were also possible. The choice of this solution over
the others at this stage was based on criteria which are in keeping
with the phenomenon of diffusionless cooperative atomic shear.
They are:

j a. The new lattice constants should not deviate too much from
those calculated from the undistorted A2 lattice.

b. The changes in lattice constants should be predominantly
in interaxial angles, ie., deviations in cell edges should be small.

c. The new lattice should yield the best fit between the
calculated and observed powder patterns both with respect to posi-
tions(2e angle) and intensities.
In this context, it is observed that the unit cell edges changed very

* little compared to the changes that took place in interaxial angles.
The new lattice constants gave fair agreement between the calculated
and observed. In theory and in practice, where it is feasible, the
final matching of powder patterns should be accomplished through a
least-squares refinement by the use of a computer. However,this was
not practical in this case because the number of experimental data
was smaller than the number of parameters to be adjusted. Also,
because the data consisted of powder patterns where some observed
intensity peaks might he due to two or more unresolved reflections.
As an alternative to least-squares refinement, Wang et al•1  adjusted
the atomic parameters based on the following empirical considerations:

a. Atoms shear in approximately the <111> direction and there-
fore parallel to (1l0)B2 and (001)pl;

b. In the TiNi-III phase, interatomic bonding is more metallic
in character 31 and hence interatomic distances should approach the
intermetallic distances for Ti-Ti and Ni-Ni for those atoms involved
in shearing.

By assuming the Ti-Ti and i-Ni interatomic distances in the metallic
state to be 2.89 and 2.49 "( INTERATOMIC DISTANCES", The ChemicalSociety, Burlington House WI, London,1958) respectively, a set of
atomic positions was assigned. This set of atomic positions was then
refined one at a time by calculating a new set of powder patterns
each time a new positional parameter was assigned. The final cal-
culated X-ray and neutron diffracton patterns are given in Table 6
and graphically compared to the observed patterns in Fig. 28.

3. Hexagonal,(P6/m) structure.
The calculated powder pattern based on Structure C(Pl) agrees fairly
well with the observed,but a few discrepancies remain. In the X-ray
pattern, the observed peaks at 20 = 19.20 and 39.10 are not accounted
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Table 6
NOLTR 72-4

T1IN-III( uwtenalteI): P1

Lattice Comstants:
4m 4.17, b a 3.11, a - 12.55A; a- 96.06, #- 105.18, .84,9"

Attic Poelticus:
l.. 0 0 0 0o 0

0 0 .5 .5 .5 5Q615 .16o 6666 o69 .665 .16666
.385 .840o .33333 .931 .335 .33333
.718 .840 .66666 .264 .335 .66666
.282 160 .83333 .736 .665 .83333

h k I sing/x X-rmt(1.54 A) __ Neutron(1,.11 A)
- I G * 2 e 0 I

o o 1 .o1044o 7.32 0 5.26 0
0 0 2 .08280 134.66 0 10.54 0

-1 0 1 .12082 21.46 22 .42 2
0 0 3 .12420 22.o6 0 15.8k 0
1 0 0 .12450 22.12 10 15.88 < 3
1 0 2 .13086 23.26 < io 16.70 < 3
1 0 1 .1h082 25.06 <10 17.98 3

-1 0 3 .15191 27.06 < 10 19.42 < 3
0 1 0 .16210 28.92 -10 20.84 48
0 -1 1 .16398 29.26 18 20.98 8
0 0 4 .16560 29.56 0 21.18 0,..Lo 2 .1661o 29.66 '102.1
0 1 1 .17056 30.46 10 21.82 7
0 1 2 .17588 31.44 <10 22.52 3

-1 0 4 .18017 32.22 12 2.9ý 76
0 i 2 -18797 13.66 <-10 240 3
-1 -1 1 .19133 24.28 ;9_ 24.52 <3
-1 -1 2 .19502 34.96 <1 0 -5.00 0
0 -) 3 .19597 35.14 - 10 25.00 28
1 1 0 .19648 35.24 <1o 25.20 0
1 0 3 .19691 35.32 410 25.26 <3
0 0 5 .20700 37.20 0 26.56 0
-1 -1 3 .20709 37.20 38 26.58 4 3
1 1 1 .20986 37.72 36 26.94 < 3
-1 1 0 .21200 38.12 60) 27.22 < 3
0 1 3 .21213 38.14 Io 27.24 -2

-1 1 1 .21246 38.22 339 2f.28 2
-1 0 5 .21277 38.26 <10 27.32 < 3
1 -1 1 .21948 39.52 7 28.20 <3

-1 1 2 .22083 9.78u 61 28.38 * 3
0 -1 4 .22204 40.00 < 10 28.54 < 3
-1 -1 4 .22621 40.88 458 29,18 25
1 1 2 .22999 41,27 434 29.43 14
1 0 4 .23106 41.70 <10 29.72 -- 3
1 -1 2 .23416 42,28 80 30.14- 4 3

-1 1 3 .23626 42.68 60 30,40 < 3
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Table 6

NOLTR 72-4

h k 1 sto/x X-r!(; 5 A) N.tr

0~ 1 1. .211165 143.60 < 10 31.0. <3
-2_0_e .21170 .3.8o 312 31.15 <-3

o2 6 1 .2185 23.8 27 31.15 -3
- 01 .21001 6.Ml .92 < 10 31.96 <-3
00 6 .2Wo850 .0 3e.02 13
-2 ý 0.24846 43.00.0 3
2 00 .2490 .12 <10 32.08 <3
.1 -1 5 .2W5076 45.4. 26 32.32 <3
o 41 5 .2l5224 45.74 1o 32.52 <3I 0-1 3 .25479 16.22 48 32.86 <3
1, 1 3 .2553 1.6.32 19 32.9e <3
-1 1 1. .2574.9 46.71• 70 33.22 < 3
-2 0 1. .26172 4.7.56 <10 33.78 --3
2 0 1 .26258 47.72 83 33190 10
1 0 5 .26725 48.62 <10 3 ,,_ .
0 1 9.7317 1.9.78 --103471

,*2 -1 2 .27593 50.30 < 10 3.68 3
.2.-1 1 .7808 50.72 < 10 35.96 < 3

-1 6 .27932 50.98 < 10 36.12 < 3
-2L :1 3 .27995 51.10 -,10 36.20 --3
1 -1 .28006 51.12 1.8 36.22 <3

-2 0 5 .28o52 51.20 66j 36.28 1.
2 0 2 .28161. 51.4.2 <. 10 36.1.) <3

-1 1 5 028322 51.71. '33 36.6. <ý3
L 1 4 .28142 51.98 <10 36.80 -3
0 -1 6 .28527 52.14 <10 37.02
2 1 0 .28626 52-.3 10 37.06 -3

-2 -1 . .28990 53.01 -<10 37.51 <3
2 1 1 .29998 55,0). <120 38.90 <3
-2 1 1 .30363 55.78 --10 39.0 k
-2 0 6 .30383 55.82 <10 39.*2 ---3

1 0 6 .30479 56.00 -:10 39.51 <3
2 0 3 .30516 56.08 <10 39.60 -3
- w1 5 .30518 56.08 "w<10 39.60 < 3
-2 -1 2 .30529 56.10 <10 39.62 -<3
0 1 6 .30753 56.56 <10 39.82 13
2 1 -0 .30759 56.82 •0 .51

S1 .308W 56.62 o0 1o.10 < 3
-1 .31233 57.52 19 10.56 <3
W2 1 3 .31217 57.51 <10 1.0.58 <3
1 1 5 .31629 58.32 37 41.10 <3
2 .. -1 .31695 58.1.6 < 10 1.15 11
2 1 2 .31853 58.78 e,10 4.1.2 <3
0 -2 1 .32345 59.78 <10 12.08 -- 3
0 2 0 .32420 59.92 < 10 12.18 "3

i2 1 4 .32182 60.o6 < 10 42.26
-2 -1 6 .32505 60.10 < 10 U2.30 <3
' 0 -2 2 .32797 60.70 < 10 1.2,0 <3
0 2 1 .33018 61.11 <10 13.00 <3
2 0 1, .33120 61.18 111. 3.08 <3
2 -1 2 .33126 61.36 10 .3,12
(after Wam ot al; t- f. 51) Table 6.
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NOLTR 72-4 Fig. 28
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Fig. 28.; Obgerved X-ray and neutron powder diffraction
( patterns of Pl(derived prom the B2 structure) and P6/m(de-rived from the P3ml). Arrows indicate phases, of the calculated

structure factor of those overlaoping planes between the P1 andand P6/r structures.
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for by this model. The observed peak at 20 = 410 should be approxi-
mately twice as high as that at 450, according to the model.
Experimentally, the two peaks are nearly the same. In the neutron
diffraction pattern, the peaks at 20 = 3.60 and 390 are again not
accounted for by this model. The calculated 212 reflection at 20
35.20 is completely missing experimentally.

In the only single crystal wgrk on TiNi, Wang et al? 3 inferred a
cubic super-structure(a = 9 A) based on the atomic sequence,-(A-A-B)n-
and a P3ml trigonal sub-structure for the TiNi-II phase. If a
cooperative shear of atoms took place in <111> in the P~ml structure,

the final structure would not be P! or P1 but would be hexagonal(P6/m)
as shown in Fig. 29. The crystallographic data and the calculated
powder pattern of this hexagonal stnucture are given in Table 7 and
graphically shown in Fig. 28. A combination of the calculated inten-
sities from the P1 and P6/m structures resulted in much better
agreement with the observed patterns. However, this still leaves some
irreconcilable discrepancies; the absence of a peak at 20 = 47.30 in
the X-ray pattern and a similar absence at 20 = 35.30 in the neutron
pattern.

At this point, Wang et al.5 argued that since lattice-wise there is
no difference between the B2 and the P3ml structures, it is possible
for the B2 and P3ml structures to coexist in one single crystal such
that at transition, the single crystal, composed of both structures,
shears cooperatively in the <1 1 1 >B2 direction. This means that

diffraction from the B2 and P3ml structures should be combined phase-
wise instead of intensity-wise.

In the X-ray diffraction pattern there are three pairs of coincident
reflections; (006)Pl and (210)P6/m at 20 = 45.00, ( 2 01)pi and

(0 1 2)P6/m at 20 = 47.30, (204,)Pi and (h12)P6/m at 20 = 60.50.

Phase calculations show that the first and the third pair of reflec-
tions are in phase whereas the second pair of reflections at 20 =
47.30 is out of phase with one another. In the neutron diffraction
case, there are only two pairs of coincident reflections; (006)Pl

and (210) P6 /m at 20 = 32.00 and (212) P1 and (h1l)P6/m at 20 = 35.30.

In this case, the first pair is in phase but the second pair at 20
35.30 is out of phase. By assuming that the B2 and P3ml structures
are present in nearly equal proportions and that phase interference
exists between the P1 and P6/m structures, the absence of observable
peaks at 20 = 47.30 in the X-ray and 20 = 35.30 in the neutron
diffraction patterns can be reconciled. Logically, this suggests a
coexistence of the B2 and P3ml structures prior to transition in the
TiNi-II phase. However, if the proportions of B2 and P3ml are not
equal, reflecti ons at 20 = 47.30 in the X=ray and 20 = 35.30 in the
neutron patterns are still to be expected. In fact, in an X-ray 52
powder pattern study(based on bulk material), deLange and Zijderveld
observed reflection at 20 = 47.3 0 (X-ray) in addition to the peaks
observed here, thus substantiating the above explanation.
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Fig. 29
NOLTR 72-4

\Ike

\ \ ,

,L o " , p

i\ 0

(after Wang et al. ref. 23)

Fig. 29.; Starting with the P~ml structure, atomic shear
in <1ll> leading to the P6/rn structure is depicted.(Large
circles are on one layer and small circles are on another).
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:Table 7

NOLTR 72-4

T1iN-III( 'martensite '); P6/m

Lattlca Constantc:
a-b-4.02, e- 4.61A; a- -90°, 4f 'Y 120

Atcmic Positi : I'

0 0 0 Ni" 0 0 1/2:t, (2/3 ,./3 0.9T) " i(2/3 1/3 0.45,,),

h k 1 (n)* Sing/A X-ry( .1.54 A~) Neutron(1.11 )

0 0 1 ..1o94 19.24 52 3.82 56

-1 1 0 (3) .1435 25.54 0 18.3Y 0

-1 o 0 (6) .1798 32.18 <2 23.04 < I

0 0 2 .2169 39.04 "77 27.t6 4

-2 1 0 (3) .2485 45.o20 42x3 -126 32.04 .4.3. 12

-1 0 2 (3) .2600 47.24 4 x3 12 33.56 < 1
0 -1 2 (3) .2600 47.24 3x3 - 9 33.56 - 2.

-2 1 1 (6)..2711 49.38. < 2 35.04' 9 x6- 54

-2 2 0 (3) .2870 52.48 0 37.16 0

-2 2 1 (3) .3068 56.42 4 22 39.82'.3.
-2 0 1 (3) .3068 56.42 < 2 39.82 -• .i

0 0 3 .3253 60.16 6 42o34 5

-2 1 2 (6) .3261 60.51 1 .2x6 72 42.66 2x6 .12

(after Wang et al; ref. 51)

Table 7.; Crystallographic data and calculated X-eay and nedtron
powder diffraction patterns 'for the P6/m structure der•ived from
P3ml structure; n - number of reflections with the same Bragg
angle.
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B. Electron Diffraction

The mechanism of the B2 -*Pl transformati.on and the proposed twinning
J will now be tested in• light of the electron diffraction data obtained

previously by other investigators. Figs. 30-a, b and c are the (110)
Splane electron diffraction photographs of the TiNi-III phase
('martensit%') obtained independently by Marcinkowski et al.3

Chandrý and Rurdy32 and Otsukaand Shi 3 It is clear that de-
spite the fact that all were taken with the foil plane parallel to
(110), the photographs are different froir one another. Understandably,

:the authors of each paper interpreted only their own data and derived
three differeht postulat~es;.Chan ra and Purdy in terms of phonon
scattering; Marcinkowski et al, in terms of M and M' martensites;
0tsuka and Shimizu in terms of precipitates.

Before analyzing these-three electron diffraction patterns indi-
vidually, it is well,to make some comment collectively. When the shear-,

!vector is in. <111> ,. the six orginally equivalent {1101 planes are
divided ixto two' types; Ty.pe-I, including (110), (101) and (011)which
are!parallellto <111>, and Type-II including (110),(101) and (011)
which are not parallel to <111> . W6en the FS is parallel to (110),
further subdivision takes place among the two types. Within Type-I,

' :(110) and (101) are identicalbut distinct from (011). This is to
say that otte atomic shear takes place, the six formerly equivalent
(1101 planes becomeý distinct and fall into four categories depending
dn'the orientation of the plane relative to the shear-vector and to
the FS plane. This explains immediately the possibility of obtaining
different results by different groups of investigators.

As described in detail in the paper by Wang47, twinning-II essentially
is the result of two choices in F9 stacking in (110) planes; along
<100> or <010>. If the stackling sequenhe is irregular(as expected
for electron diffraction specimens which are extremely thin ), the
disorder' in the crystals is anisotropic with one degree of freedom
bei;ng parallel to the'ele,ctron, beam-, i.e., perpendicular to the
foil plane. iTherefor,e, electron diffraction data from such crystals
should be interpreted in terms 'of a 2-dimensional structure. For
ihis rdason, projected structures are used throughout the following
discussion.

On thedata from Marcinkowski et al.(ref. 34)

*With the shea'r-vector in <111> and the FS in (110), the projected
structures along (110), .(l0I),, (Oi) after completion of shear are
shown in Fig. 24. Thesg stpuctureý are definable in terms of unit

"cellsý A, B and C', whose reciprocal lattices, A , B* and C' are shown
side by side in Fig. 31-b and compared with that of M and M' given
by Marcinkowski et al.(Fig. 31-a). It is immediately obvious that
there is one to one correspondence between the M and M' martensites

:and the A and D'strhcture given by Wang et al.51 . The only di-
fference is in the angle 0 , as defined iý the paper by Marcinkowski
et al.' This angle is larger in A and B than in M and M'. However,
it is clear that this angle is entirely dependent upon the degree of
shear and would be samller if the magnitude of shear w.as less than
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NOLTR 72-4

the unit of shear, 1/61113. As demonstrated above in the X-ray and
neutron diffraction patterns, the atoms in fact shear much less than
1/6[111]; therefore, the angle 0 should be smaller than indicated

in the A and B structures. Inasmuch as Structure C actually gives a
reciprocal lattice identical with that of the B2-type, it is possible
to mistake Structure C for a B2 structure. The mechanism proposed
by Marcinkowski et al. for arriving at the M and M' martensites was
restricted to 2-dimensional case and was essentially a 'simple' shear
model. This may fail in the 3-dimensional case as was pointed out by
Wang et al 7  . This weakness(reflected in the authors' inability
to describe properly atomic movements out of the 2-dimensional plane
considered) resulted in their proposal of inhomogeneous and non-
cooperative movements of atoms in the thirddimension, This also
is, in part, responsible for the authors' erroneous conclusion that
the martensites M and M' are not reflection-twins of one another.
Based on these observations, it can be concluded that in this partia-
ular experiment the shear-vector happens to lie in the foil plane
and is lined up along a unique <111> direction.

On the data from Chandra and Purdy(ref. 32)

The data obtained by Chandra and Purdy consists of two parts. The
first part, ill-defined diffuse maxima along the reciprocal planes
(112)* add (112)*, are essentially in the same lattice framework as
those obtained by Marcinkowski et al. except: that they occur in both
directions. Therefore, it can be concluded that these ill-defined
maxima resulted from that portion of matrix(within the 'selected'
area) whose shear-vector was parallel to the foil plane but aligned
in both of the two possible directions <lll> and <ill>. It is be-
lieved that the coexistence of these two possible shear-vectors and
their subsequent interaction with one another, is responsible for thediffuse nature of these reflections. The second part, well-defined

peaks at 0,0,1/2; 0,023/2 etc., are completely different and cannot
be accounted for by A', B , or C*. Attention therefore is directed
to the projected structures on the (110), (101) and (011) non-
parallel planes as shown in Fig. 32. These structures are 4i:sci-bable
in terms of D, E, and F whose reciprocal lattices, D*, E* and F*,
are shown in Fig. 33. It is clear that these structures cannot
account for the well-defined peaks. However, D, E and F are free of
twinning. When D and E form twins by Twinning-II(as described by
Wang 4 7 ), a new structure D results as shown in Fig. 34-a. The re-
ciprocal lattice, D*(Fig. 35) then will account for the well-defined
peaks. In other words, within the 'selected' area, there was yet
another portion of shear-vectors that were not aligned parallel to the
foil plane.

In summary, in the experiment nf Chandra and Purdy, the shear-vectors
at least within the 'selected' area, were distributed in all four
possible <111> directions. This is in sharp contrast to the ex-
periment of Marcinkowski et al. in which the shear-vectors were all
aligned in one unique <111> direction. In light of this contrast,
it is interesting to note the distinct manners in which the specimens
were prepared by these two groups of investigators.
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Fig. 32

44

/.-, i -•--,,rio
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Soil

rig. 32; Projected 2-dimensional structures on the
(1l0),(i01) and (011) non-parallel planes represented
in terms of the DE and F unit cells. Atoms that remain
fixed are represented by circles whereas atoms that are
involved in shear, are indicated with arrows. The shear-
vector is projected onto the plane od` the paper.
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Fig. 33.; Reciprocal lattices of D,E and F

represented in terms of D*, E*,and F*..
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Marcinkowski et al. - "Thin strips about 0.004 inch thick were
rolled from a button; intermediate softening at 8500C was nece-
ssary between successive passes through the rolls."

Chandra and Purdy - " Thin foils suitable for electron micros-
copy were prepared by electro-polishing spark-cut sections of
bars or rolled sheet."

It was suggested by Wang et als that in the process of rolling,
Marcinkowski et al inadvertently lined up the shear-vectors in a
unique direction; whereas Chandra and Purdy, through spark-cutting
made the shear-vectois(which were once aligned in a unique direction
by the process of rolling) disperse in all possible directions.

On the data from Otsuka and Shimizu(ref. 44)

The data from Otsuka and Shimizu is completely different from both
that of Marcinkowski et al. and that of Chandra and Purdy. Since,
the existence of Twinning-Il will not affect the projected structures
on parallel planes, all possible structures for parallel planes are
theoretically exhausted by A, B and C as described above. The data
of Otsuka and Shimizu therefore, must correspond to one of the
non-parallel planes with twinning. This possibility is realized in
terms of unit cell F which results from a twinning of the F struc-
Ture as shown in Fig. 341-b. The reciprocal lattice, F*(Fig. 35)
indeed satisfies the data obtained by these authors. Therefore, in
this experiment, within the 'selected' area, the shear-vectors must
be aligned in a unique direction which is not parallel to the foil
plane.

In this manner, it has been shown by Wang et als' that the very
mechanism which successfully quantitatively explains both the X-ray
and neutron powder diffrp-tion patterns also qualitatively satisfies
the three independ-'- of electron1 diffraction data. Clearly,
any interpretatic.. -. a. electron diffraction pattern of the TiNi-III
phase must be made with prior knowledge of the orientational rela-
tionship be. *een the diffra ion geometry, the shear-vector, and the
FS plane.

C. v .nce Added in Proof of the Mechanism and the Structure

Earli.r, in their investigation of the TiNi transition, deLange and
Zijderveld 5 2 obtained pole-figures both under tension and compression
for five reflections(excluding the 110 reflection of the B2 struc-
ture) within the 20 range 350 through 500 for Cu Kal radiation(Fig.
36). The reflection (29 = 45.10), according to the structural model
given in this paper , is the (006)pl plane. As shown in Fig. 35,

(006)pi is the only plane, among the five planes investigated by

deLange and Zijderveld, which is parallel to both the shear-vector
and the twin-plane. Because of this unique property, the No. 6 pole-
figure given by these authors for both tension and compression are
of interest in that they can clarify the transformation mechanism
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proposed.
Assume a single crystal of TiNi with (110) parallel to the force-

direction as shown in Fig. 37. Under tension, atomic shear will take

place on (110) such that the resulting (006) Pl planes will be parallel
to the force direction. The pole-figure should then show a dominant
reflection in the direction perpendicular to the force. On the other
hand, under compression, atomic shear will take place in (0oh) and
lead to (006)•i being perpendicular to the force-direction. The
pole-figure then should show reflections dominantly in the force-
direction. These results are in complete agreement with the actual
pole-figures obtained by these authors as shown in Fig. 37. At this
point, a word of caution is in order. According to the mechanism
of transformation and the P1 structure given, atoms shear in the
z(000)p plane and in the <hhO>pi direction. This immediately

implies that the structure factors,

F(hkt) = Ifiexp{2vi(hxi + kyi + *zi) and therefore,

I(hk ) IF(hkt)1 2

of the (hhk) and (OOZ) type reflections will remain nearly constant
regardless of the magnitude of shear. Experimentally, reflections,
(114) and (112) at 2G = 410 &nd (006) at 20= 450 fall into this
category. These two sets of X-ray diffraction reflections are the
two most intense peaks observed. Due to their high intensity, they

52 S3
have been used to monitor the kinetics of the transformation
However, it should be clear that for the reasons presented here,
these two sets of reflections are poor reflections to use in moni-
toring the kinetics of the transformation.

IV. NATURE OF THE TiNi MARTENSITIC TRANSITION

A. Transport and Thermodynamic Property Changes

1. Heat Capacity

The unusually high heat of transition associated with the TiNi transi-
tion was first pointed out by Wang et al.23. In fact, this was one
of the features of the TiNi transition described as unique by these
authors in comparison with other known martensitic transformation' 4

Meanwhile Wasilewski et al 54 reported the heat of transformation to be
370 20 (cal/g.mole) based on calorimetric measurements and differen-
tial thermal analysis. Following this report, Dautovich et al• 5

also reported a calorimetric study and gave a heat of transition in
excess of 310 (cal/g.mole) in support of the finding of Wasilewski
et al. While Wasilewski et al. claimed the transition to be first-
order, Dautovich et al. gave no definite concusion as to the order
of the transition.

In order to determine whether the TiNi transition is a first order or
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higher order, Berman et al 6 undertook yet another calorimetric
study near the martensitic transition temperature. Unlike the method
of differential thermal analysis used by Wasilewski et al • , the
met!.od utilized by Berman et al. did not employ continuous-heating
Instead, the sample is brought to thermal equilibrium at increments
of a few degrees. In this maner,higher-order transiton can definitely
be differentiated from the first order.

The thermodynamic classification of transitions is based on the order
of the lowest derivative of Gibb's free energy, G which shows a dis-
continuity at the transition temperature. If the values of this
function are GI and G2 for the two forms concerned, the transition
temperature is defined as that temperature at which GI = G2 • In a
derivatives of G with respect to temperature and pressure;

axAGI =_ASJA =l
ctT - a- TS~ a

In a second order transition, the entropy and volume are continuous,
but their derivatives(e.g., the specific heat and the compressibility)
are not. It follows that the enthalpy is also continuous; thus, the
transition has an anomalous specific heat, but no latent heat. A
second order transition in a solid solution implies not only a vanishing
latent heat of transition, but also continuity of composition. While
these thermodynamic property changes are good indications, in practice
great care is required to distinguish between latent heats and anoma-
lous specific heats as pointed out by Berman et al. 6  . Fortunately,
in the solid state another physical parameter, based on symmetry,
can be used to distinguish the order of the transition. This has
been discussed in terms of "Crystallographic transformation" vs.
"Crystallographic distortion" in the earlier section.

The measurements by Berman et al. covered the temperature range, 250
through 2180 C with the transition occuring at around 90 0 C. Their
experimental results are summarized in Fig. 38 from which Berman et al.
derived the following conclusions:

a. Between 240 to 610C, the specific heat is a linear function
of temperature,

Cp = 48.211 + 0.075797(t) where t is in centigrade.

conforming to an approximation of the Kopp-Neuman rule, i.e., the
molar heat capacity of the compound is the sum of the molar-heat
capacities of Ni and Ti in this instance. From compiled heat capa-
cities of Ni and Ti, the values calculated for TiNi are 51.09
(J/deg.mole) at 25 0 C and 51.6 (J/deg.mole) at 400 C, compared with the
observed values of 50.11 and 51.24 (J/deg.mole) respectively. This
additivity indicates that the heat effect of the transition is minimal
in this region.

~ b. From 610 to 1130 C, there is a higher-order transition with
a maximum heat capacity at about 870C.
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c. From 1130 to 145 0 C the heat capacity is describable as,
C p = 7.406 + 0.196.67(t)

and from 1450 to 2 1 8 bC as'

Cp 614.437 - 0.168509(t) + 0.00048679(t)

In the 1130 to 2180C range, the specific heat is nearly a linear
,function of temperature, but slightly below the sum of the molar-heat
capacities of Ni and Ti. The value calculated by the additivity rule
for TiNi is 54.8 (J/deg.mole) at 127 0 C, compared with the observed
value of 49.90 (J/aeg.mole). The effect from the transition is
therefore again considered to be minimal in this region. Berman et al.
observed variations in thermal prope~rties of the alloy depending

'upon- its thermal history as did Wang et alp. Because of this un-
certainty, Berman at al. 6could set only a lower limit for the heat of
trahsition, H= 4,150 (.J/mole).I 31

Later, in 1968 Wang et al?' reported the measurements on the follow-
ing properties: eldctrical resistivity, Hall coefficient, magnetic
susceptibility, sound wave attenuation and differential thermal
analysi•.. In obder to meaningfully correlate and interpret the data
from these measurements, the authors obtained data from alloys with
identical transition temperatures and thermal histories. This was
accdmplished by p.erforming all measurements on alloy specimens from
a si'ngle melt having a composition of about 51 at.% Ni and a transition
temperature near 600C. Onj of the unique mechanical characteristics
df TiNi'is its 'memory' effect; a TiNi wire deformed bel'ow the transi-
tion temperature willrecover its original shape immediately upon
heating above the transition temperature . Thermodynamically, this
can. be cgnsidered'in three steps:

TiNi(d, TI) o -. TiNi(u, T2) (A)

T .TiNi(u, TI) 4 P TiNi(u, T2 ) (B)

TiNi(u, TI) -1 -o TiNi(d, Ti) ---- (C)
where u, dbn6te 'undgformed' and d, de'notes 'deformed, with T1 and T 2

being the temperatures above and below the transition temperature
rang4 respectively.

Since (B) is the sum of (A) and (C), we have for the state function
enthalpy,

SAHB AHA + AHC as AHC ý 0
AH; $Hc

Since both the deformed'and undeformed TiNi wires undergo diffusion-
less shear movements yet have differpnt heats of transformation,
(AHA-0 AHB), thelshear mechanism in the strained sample(which results
in shape recovery) must differ frbm that which involves no shape
recovery. Fror this reason, Wang et al?' made measurements on
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specimens which were not only free of deformation but also free of
sustained tensile and compression stresses.

"2. Electrical Resistivity

Previously, based on single crystal diffraction work, Wang et al? 3

showed the existence of a diffusion-involved transition in the 6000°,
700 0 C range. Above this transition TiNi-I exists as a replacement
disordered'b'c, while below this transition TiNi-II exists as a combi-
nation of B2 and P3ml in equilibrium. This contention was proved by
Wang et al.3  from the series of electrical resistivity measurements
described below.

The electrical resistivity curve obtained from an alloy annealed at
610 0 C for seven days then furnace cooled to room temperature, is
shown in Fig. 39. The electrical resistivity curves of the alloy
annealed at varioiis temperatures,(7000 , 8000 and 9000C) for similar
time periods followed by an oil quench are also shown in Fig. 39.
There was a definite overall increase in the resistivity of the alloy
as the annealing temperature was raised. This is exactly what is
expected from the fact that the ratio of TiNi-I to TiNi-II increases
as the annealing temperature is increased. Inasmuch as TiNi-I, pre-
sumably does not undergo the unique 'Martensitic' transition, it is
also reasonable that the triangular form of the resistivity curve,
a manifestation of the 'martensitic' transition, becomes progressively
smaller(area-wise) and less prominent as the annealing temperature
is raised. Further, the fact that the triangularly shaped electrical
resistivity curve is not due to a simple hysteresis effect is proved
in the following manner.

Experiments show that the cooling path, Ms - MA and the heating path,
M' - As are irreversible, i.e., in a given heating(or cooling) cycle,
if the heating(or cooling) process is halted and the direction of the
cycle reversed to cooling(or heating), the resistivity curve does not
retrace its original path. In fact, in reversing to cooling from
heating, MA - As, the resistivity curve takes a path whose slope is
intermediate between those of Ms - As and As - Ms; in reversing to
heating from cooling, M. - M', the resistivity curve is always dis-
placed toward As. In contrast, As - Ms is reversible. In this
connection, it is important to point out that the triangular shape
and the irreversible nature of the resistivity curve are totally
independent of the rate of heating or cooling. Further, as long as
thermal cycles are carried beyond the temperature range, MI - As
without reversing the thermal cycling direction(within the temperature
range, MA - As on heating and Ms - MA on cooling), the triangular
portion of the curve will remain unaltered. This type of thermal
cycling is referred to by Wang et al. 31 as 'complete' cycles and the
other type(about to be described) as 'incomplete' cycles.

If the thermal cycling direction is reversed within the two 'irrever-
sible' temperature ranges, e.g., thermal cycling between 100 and 500 C,
the triangular form of the resistivity curve is altered. After six
such 'incomplete' cycles, the resistivity curve shown in Fig. 40-b
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was obtained. A few hundred 'incomplete' cycles yields a resistivity
curve with a large peak in the cooling half of the cycle such as that
shown in Fig. 40-c, which is what was reported originally as the
resistivity curve of TiNi over the transition temperature range by
Dautovich and Purdy Hence, the resistivity curve of the alloy
can assume any intermediate form from that of Fig. 40-a to that of
Fig. 40-c depending upon the number of 'incomplete' cycles applied
to the alloy. This implies that a properly annealed alloy stored in
a laboratory cabinet will continue to change in resistivity because
of -room temperature fluctuatiqns which are, in effect, un-intentional
'incomplete' thermal cycles. The argument that the resistivity
change may be due to 'aging' is refuted by the fact that a resistivity
curve like Fig. 40-a remains the same so long as the alloy is stored
below the MA or above the As temperature. Further experiments showed
that a resistivity curve like Fig. 40-c can be restored to an alloy
with one like Fig. 40-a only after prolonged re-annealing at 600 0 C
or &boVe.

3. Hall Coefficient

The Hall coefficient and resistivity were measured concurrpntly using
standard dc techniques. The resistivity measurements made here serve
two purposes: 1) to check the original resistivity measurements, and
2') to find the correspondence between changes of the Hall effect and
changes of electrical resistivity. Because of the small Hall voltage
and the relatively large temperature coefficient of resistance, a
three-probe configuration was used to minimize cross voltage on the
Hall probes. The Hall constants measured in this manner are accurate
to within ± 5% over the entire temperature range investigated, The
primary current used for both the Hall and resistivity measurements
was 1.1 amp. which caused no detectable resistance-heating in the
sample.

The Hall coefficient (Fig. 41) showed relatively constant values of
1.8 x 10-l(cm3 /C) below the MA temperature and 0.4 x 10" (cm /C)
above the As temperature for both 'complete' and 'incomplete' cycles.
However, in both cases, within the MA to As temperature range, the
existence of a triangular form whose vertices coincide with the As,
Ms and MI temperatures is definite and significant. The shifting of
the triangular form to a somewhat lower temperature is similar to what
was observed in the resistivity data. But, within experimental error,
there is no difference between the two Hall coefficient curves
obtained from 'complete' and 'incomplete' cycles. The Hall mobility,
calculated from the observed electrical resistivity and Hall coeffi-
cient and based on the relationship, PH = c. RH/p is given in Fig. 41.

4. Magnetic Susceptibility

Measurements of the magnetic susceptibility were made, based on the
Faraday-Curie principle 5 7 , using an Ainsworth automatic vacuum
chemical balancese. The apparatus was calibrated using palladium
whose susceptibility was taken to be 5.4 x 10 8-(emu/gm). For one
gram of material whose magnetic susceptibility is of the order of
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10"6(emu/gm), the ideal differential sensitivity for the instrument
is about 1 x 10'(emu/gm). However, because of room vibration,
magnetic field fluctuations etc., the actual sensitivity is about
± 5 x 10- 8 (emu/gm).

Previously, the magnetic susceptibility of TiNi in the low tempera-
ture region was shown by DeSavage and Goff59 to be temperature inde-
pendent and interpreted as due to Pauli spin susceptibility. This
is confirmed in an experiment of Wang et al. . The magnetic suscep- 6
tibility, as summarized in Fig. 42, shows a constant value, 2.1 xl0
(emu/gm), below the MA temperature and 3.0 x 10- (emu/gm) above the
As temperature. Between these two temperatures the data shows the
familiar triangular form, but again there is no difference(within
experimental error) between 'complete' and 'incomplete' cycles.

5. Sound-velocity Changes

Measurements of sound-velocity changes in TiNi at 6 and around its
transition temperature were first made by Bradley . The measurement
method was a pulse technique in which sound-velocity was gauged by
a two crystal, ultasonic velocimeter. The pulse height was 200 V
with a pulse width of 0.7 seconds. These results showed a considerable
difference between the heating and cooling halves of thermal cycles,
reminiscent of the effect observed in the resistivity curve from
'incomplete' cycles. Wang et al?' extended Bradley's experiment by
measuring sound-velocity changes both after 'complete' and 'incomplete'
cycles. The results obtained from these two extreme cases are shown
in Fig. 42 and demonstrate a definite difference.

6. Differential Thermal Analysis

As stated above, DTA and calorimetric measurements had been made 54,555:

but exclusively on heating cycles. Subsequent measurements by Wang
et al?1 covered not only both cooling and heating cycles but also
the two extreme cases of 'complete' and 'incomplete' cycles. The
results, summarized in Fig. 42 show practically no difference between
the two extreme cases except that the heat of transition in cooling
is associated with the irreversible step, Ms - Ms .

B. Correlation of Electrical Resistivity vs. X-ray Diffraction

As described above, the electrical resistivity curve shows a single
step on heating and two steps on cooling. The fact that this is not
due to a hysteresis effect has been stressed. Parallel to this, is
the X-ray evidence obtained by Wang et al? 3'"' that:

1. The TiNi-II ' TiNi-III martensitic transition proceeds by
continuous cooperative shear movement of the atoms. This is supported
by calorimetric evidence that the transition is of order higher than
first.

2. The TiNi-III martensite consists sub-micro twinned structures.
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3. As summarized in Fig. 43, there is no difference (except
for some temperature hysteresis) between the cooling and heating
oycles insofar as the TiNi-III(Pl) pattern is concerned. There is,
however, a definite difference between cooling and heating cycles
for the (110) reflection. On cooling, the (l10)B2 peak splits

B2 B
into two definite peaks before its disappearance, whereas on heating
there is no such splitting at any stage. This splitting is under--
stood in term of atomic shear in <1ll>B2 , creating, in the process,
two types of {110JB2 planes ; planes that are parallel and planes that
are not parallel to the shear-vector, <lll>B2' The mechanism requires

the d spacing of these two types of (110) planes to be somewhat dif-
ferent. This results in splitting of (110)B2 reflection during the

initial stage of transformation. Therefore, the two-step electrical
resistivity curve on cooling is interpreted in the following manner.

First step(As -Ms); the lattice relaxes and distorts into a
new lattice as shown in Fig. 44, leaving
the atomic coordinates unaltered. This
is the step which is responsible for the
(110)B2 splitting.

Second step(Ms - MI);cooperative atomic shear takes place,leaving the lattice more or less constant,
as the temperature passes through the Ms
temperature into the TiNi-II martensite.

However, on heating, restoration of the lattice to that of the B2-
type structure and reverse cooperative atomic shear apparently takes
place in one single step, MI - As which results in no splitting of
the (110) reflection. In this context, it should be noted that
the heat of transition(based on the differential thermal analysis)
actually corresponds to the two irreversible steps, Ms - MA on
cooling and MI - As on heating in which atomic shear presumably tookplace. During an 'incomplete' cycle, the atomic shears are expected
place. Duraing an ' less cyle, tecause shease en
'6o be cooperative but less homogeneous because an increase in
twinning results in an increase in the density of sub-micro twinning.

Existence of twinning in an alloy matrix(particularly in the sub-
micro range) will interfere with electron flow and affect the mean
relaxation time, T , and the effective mass of an electron mi. This
results in a rise in electrical resistivity, The rise in the resis-
tivity curve at the end of step, As - Ms in an 'incomplete' cycle
is in keeping with such an interpretation. Thus, the greater the
degree of sub-micro twinning, the higher the peak in the resistivity
curve between As and Ms. Further support of this conclusion comes
from the finding of Cross et al•l that the mechanical 'memory'
effect is more pronounced the larger the peak in the electrical
resistivity curve on cooling. The reason here is that a higher
density of micro-twinning(therefore, a higher resistivity peak) means
less strain energy and thus a more pronounced 'memory' effect. While
the model proposed here is only qualitative, it is substantiated by
other physical changes described below.
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The model proposed here necessarily leads to the conclusion and pre-
diction that atomic-arrangement insensitive properties should not
differ for 'complete' or 'incomplete' cycles; whereas atomic-arrange-
ment sensitive properties should behave in much the same way as the
electrical resistivity.

Classical free electron theory predicts a Curie-type manetic contri-
bution by conduction electrons to the magnetic susceptibility.

X = n B/ kB.T

where it is assumed that an electron has associated with it a magnetic
mement of one Bohr magneton, p B' However, this is in conflict with

the experimental observation that the susceptibility of most normal
non-ferromagnetic metals is independent of temperature. Pauli" 2

showed that application of a Fermi-Dirac distribution would correct
the theory as follows. Most conduction electrons in a metal have
zero probability of reacting to an applied magnetic field because the
states with parallel spin are already occupied. Only electrons
within a range of about k .T at the top of the Fermi distribution
have & chance to react with the field. Thus, only a fraction, T/TF

of the total number of electrons contribute to susceptibility. Hence,
the Pauli spin susceptibility.

SXp = (n uB/kB.T) (T/TF) = nVB/kB.TF

which is temperature independent.

The magnetic susceptibility of TiNi is temperature independent and
therefore can be interpreted as due to conduction electrons and thus
a Pauli spin susceptibility. This catagorizes the magnetic property
as one which is insensitive to atomic-arrangement. Experimentally,
as shown in Fig. 42, within experimental error, no difference is
observed between magnetic susceptibility obtained from 'complete'
and 'incomplete' cycles.

Since sound waves involve vibrations of the atoms(or molecules) with
respect to the ideal lattice, crystal imperfections(manifestations
of atomic arrangement) have been found to affect sound transmission6 3

Sound velocity changes therefore can be categorized as atomic-
arrangement sensitive property and should differ for 'complete' and
'incomplete' cycles. The resul:s shown in Fig. 42 again confirm
this prediction.

C. Characterization of the TiNi Band Structure

In summary, Hall coefficient, magnetic susceptibility and heat capa-
city changes did not show noticible differences between 'complete'
and 'incomplete' cycles. We shall now analyze this result as follows.

Let x, y and z be the three principle'directions in Cartesian coordi-
nates. A current flowing under the influence og an electric field,
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Ex(in the x direction) consists of carriers with average velocityi,

Vx. A magnetic field Hz(in the z direction)' peIrpendicular to EX
"will force electrons to deflect in the VX x HZ direction. This

deflection will continue until sufficient spaceTcharge builds up I
to just balance the magnetic field. This transverse electric field,
B y(in the y direction) characterizes, the Hall effect. Hall coefficient

R., is defined such that,

Ey = RJxH7. where Jx is the current in the xdirection.

Indeed, this relationship can be expressed in terms of a motion
equation as follows:

dV y/dt + Vy/r = elm(Ey - VxHz)
y I

Since for d-c measurements,dVy/dt ='0; the above equation of motion

can be expressed in terms of mobility p = ,eT/mW and the applied
field, Hz as, I

pV (Ey -$ExHz) where V. is taken fo be pEx by neglect-| x

ing second order terms suc'h as VIEX.

Since the current in the y direiction must be zero, for a multipie
band structure,

Vy, + Vy + V -3 0
Y Y2  yg

where 1,2,3 ....... indi'cate the electron
velocity for dilfferent bands:.

Therefore, for the general case,

Ey = ExHy { nC2•

and the corresponding Hall coefficient is,1

RH = y/JxHz = ec( I12nt)

/2 H 12-

ec(Z ll',nx)

It is easy to see that for an electronic structure with one electron
and one hole band, the Hall coefficient will be

RH 2

ec(.Phnh + Pene) 2

For a sing-le band, electronic structure, the Hall coefficient becomes
totally independent of T and m* and thus dependtnt only on n, the
density of carriers.
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Experimentally, the Hall coefficient showed relatively constant
a values of 1.8 x 30"4 and 0.4 x 10- 4 (cm 3 /C) above and below the A.

temperature for-both 'complete' and 'incomplete' cycles. However,
in, both cages within the Ms to As temperature range, the existence
of a tr5angular form whdse vertices coincide with the As, Ms and Ms
temperatures is definite and significant. Although a shift of the
triangular form, As-Ms-o4 to a lower temperature(similar to what
happened in the resistivity aata) was noted in, 'incomplete' cycles,
within e'•perimental error, there is no difference between the two
Hall coefficient curve's; from 'complAte' and 'incomplete' cycles.
This is to say that the peak Which appeared in the cooling half of the
resistivity curve,from 'incomplete' cycles was not matched by a
corresponding change ih the Hall coefficient. Indeed, this experi-
mental fact is the key to successful interpretation of physical
property lchanges in TiNi which subsequently led to an understanding
of the nature of the 'martensitic' transition.

In general, both the electrical resistivity and the Hall coefficient
can be shpwn 64 to be functions of three parameters, effective mass
of the electron', m*, mean reliaxation time, T , and effective number
of capriers, n. As shown above, the Hall coefficient becomes a
function of n alone'when and only when

1. the band structure is a single band or
2. the'band structure 'is suci that one of the bands dominates

over the others by virtue of its electron or hole mobility.

This is ,to say tnat the band structurqe of TiNi must be regarded as
either a simple single 'positive band or,one positive band which domi-
,nates over the others, at leas- in the temperature range being consird-
'ered.t Anaimmediate consequenc.. of this conclusion is that the Hall
coefficient change, ARH across the transition temperature range,
%- As can be considered as primarily due to an actual change in
t e effective number of hole carriers, Anh..

* V. "COVALENT" TO "CONDUCTION" ELECTRONIC STATES CHANGE
DUWING iHE TiNi-II to TiNi-III TRANSITION

A. Uniqueness of the TiNi Martensitic Transition

The overt physical characteristics of- TiNi:and their changes as a
function of temperature at and around the martensitic transition are:

1. Below the transition temperature range(TTR), TiNi-III is

ductile and yields with ease to plastic deformation; the lower the
tempgrature, thle easibr the plastic deformation. Conversely, above
the TTR, TiNi-II is mechanically stiff and hard.

2. This drastic change in hardness as a function of temperature
t Itlis of interest to note that based on transport data obtained
between 30 and 300P1k, excludipg the unique transition temerature range,

Goff(ref. '65) also regards the band structure of TiNi as a single
standard transport band.
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is also apparent in the acoustic damping character of TiNi. The
acoustic damping capacity of TiNi-III is approximately ten times
higher than that of TiNI-II.

3. The transition is accompanied by a 'memory' effect; if a
wire or a sheet of this alloy is deformed below the transition
temperature, it will regain its original shape when heated above the
transition temperature.

4. In returning to its original shape, the alloy can exert a
considerable force. For example, a 20 mil wire elongated by 5 or
6 % of its original length as TiNi-III, on heating and returning to
its original length as TiNi-II, it will lift a 4 to 5 kilogram of
weight.

5. The 'memory' effect and recovery force are completely in-
dependent of the deformation mode(compression or tension), the in-
ternal matrix composition(single crystal or polycrystalline) and
the shape of the alloy.

Along with these overt physical characteristics, the following
changes of internal physical properties were also observed in going
from TiNi-III to TINi-II(see Figs. 41 and 42).

a. The interatomic distances present in TiNi--III are closer to
the distances expected from known metallic radii than those present
in TiNi-.II.

b. The number of effective hole carriers increases. This con-
clusion is based on the assumption of a single simple transport
band and the relationship, RH = 1/n

bn = 1.66 atom- 1

c. The Pauli spin paramagnetic susceptibility increases

AX = 0.9 x 10" 6 gm-

d. Energy is absorbed by the system

AE = 2.43 x 1020 eV.gm- 1

e. The bulk modulus increases
AK = 2.3 x 1011 dynes. cm-2

f. The Hall mobility decreases

A H = 2.8 cm2 .coul-l.ohm- 1

Although there are no well-defined characteristics associated with
every martensitic transformation, the following features neverthe-

$6less are often observed in martensitic transformations

1) Athermal transformation.

2) Crystallographic transformation. Thus, the transformation is
first order witb coexistence of 'parent' and 'martensite' separated
by a two-dimensional 'habit' plane.

3) No dlifusion or interchange of atoms occurs during the transi-
tion; therefore, the martensites inherit their composition.
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4) The activation energy for growth of the martensite is effec-
tively zero, i.e., the propagation rate of the transformation is fast
and independent of temperature.

In light of these characteristics, the TiNi transitirn can be cata-
gorized as 'martensitic' but unique in the following ways.

"i) It is a seond-order transformation, a crystallographic 56
distortion accompanied by an unusually large heat of transformation

ii) Being a seond-Drder transformation, it has a sixty degree
centigrade transition temperature range in which neither TiNi-II nor
TiNi-III exist 3", but through which TiNi-II gradually transforms
(distorts) into TiNi-III or vice versa.

iii) Considerable force accompanies the 'memory' effect. The
'memory' effect has also been observed in the indium-thaliumt 7 ,
copper-aluminumG and gold-cadmium6 9 systems but without force.

B. Characteristics of "Covalent" vs. "Conduction" Electrons

The characteristics of 'covalent' vs. 'conduction electrons described
below are not necessarily mathematically precise. In fact, each
item represents some degree of chemical and physical intuition
based on experience. This is based on the belief that in this, as
in most theoretical chemistry and physics, the form in which the
mathematics is cast depends almost inevitably, on experimental
results.

1. 'Covalent' bonded electrons are strongly pair correlatedwhereas 'conduction' electrons have only weak pair correlation.

2. 'Covalent' bonded electrons are directional(spatially) and
their stability critically depends on interatomic distances. On
the other hand, ýconduction' electrons are non-directional and
their stability does not depend as critically on interatomic dis-
tances.

3. 'Covalent' bonded electrons are identifiable with a group
of atoms in their immediate vicinity because they are under the
'influence' of atomic orbitals. 'Conduction' electrons are totally
free frcm the 'influence' of atomic orbitals and thus are simulta-
neously shared by all atoms in the system.

4. Thus, the Pauli exclusion principle and Fermi-Dirac sta-
tistics apply independently to these two distinct groups of elec-
trons.

5. Because of the facts given in 3 and 4, 'covalent' electrons
have no Fermi-surface whereas 'conduction' electrons have well-
defined Fermi-surfaces.

6. Consequently, the two electronic states are thermodynamically
distinct and a transfer from one state to the other constitutes a
definite thermodynamic transformation. In contrast, the transfor-
mation from one conduction band to another band does not constitute
a thermodynamic transformation.
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7. Holes cannot substitute for electrons in forming 'covalent'
bonds but 'holes' can freely substitute for electrons in 'conduction'
bands.

C. Experimental Evidence in Support of the "Covalent"*ý"Conduction"
Elecronic Transformatioh- on"

Based on the princip3les of the band and valence theories as well as
the distinction between 'covalent' vs. 'conduction' electrons given
above, experimental evidenc, now can be tasted both qualitatively
and quantitatively in light of the 'covalent' • 'conduction'
electronic states transformation.

Qualitative Experimental Evidence

a. Since 'holes' cannot substitute for electrons in forming
'covalent' bonds, 'conduction' electrons should decrease in number
in going from TiNI-III to TiNi-II, When the bond structure is a
single positive band as in TiNi, a decrease in 'conduction' electrons
should result in an increase in the number of 'holes' and a decrease
in the Hall(positive) coefficient.

Experimentally, the positive Hall coefficient is decreased

ARH = 1.4 x 10-4 cmIC- 1

b. Since 'holes' contribute to the Pauli spin paramagnetic
susceptibility exactly in the same manner as electrons 70 , an increase
in the number of holes should produce an increase in spin para-
magnetic susceptibility.

Experimentally, the magnetic susceptibility is increased

AX 0.9 x 10- emu- gm- 1

c. Thermodynamically, it is a phase transformation.

Experimentally, it is shown by Berman et alG to be a second
order transition with a heat of transition,

AH = 4,150 J.mole"1

d. Due to the Fermi-surface change, the bulk modulus, the second
derivative of the total energy, should change,

Experimentally, the bulk modulus is increased

Akf = 2.3 x 1011 dynes- cm-1.

e. Inasmuch as the stability of a 'covalent' bond is relaved to
restricted interatomic di3tances, the acoustic damping capacity in
TiNizII is expected to be low. Conversely, in the TiNi-III phase,
where 'conduction' electrons are predominant, the interatomic dis-
tances are much less rigid, a property which should produce a high
acoustic damping capacity.

Experimentally, the acoustic damping capacity of TiNi-III is
approximately ten times that of TiNi-II9 60.
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f. The atomic radii for atoms in the 'covalent' bonded state
and in the 'metallic' bonded state are known to be considerably dif-
ferent.

A, Experimentally, in TiNi-I:, the Ti-Ni interatomic distance is
close to the 'covalent' bonded distance, whereas in TiNi-III,
the Ti-Ni interatomic distance, is closer to the sum oY the
-metallict radii 23 .

g. By ignoring the virial theorem(inoperative or weakly opera-
tive in this case), the potential energies of 'covalent' vs.
'conduction' electrons are considered to be approximately the same.
Therefore, the total energy of the system should depend largely on
the kinetic energy of the electron. Quantum mechanically, the
smallt~r the space(confinement) in which electrons are allowed to roam,
the higher the kinetic energy. Thus, in going from TiNi-III to
TiNi-Il, absorption of energy by the system is expected.

Experimentally, energy is absorbed in going from TiNi-III to
TiNi-II and vice versa.

Quantitative Experimental Evidence

a. Heat of Transition.
As shown in Fig. 42, the anomalous heat capacity change is associated
with the two irreversible paths, Ms - MA(on cooling) and MA - As
(,on heating), and there is no difference between the DTA curves for
'complete' and 'incomplete' cycles. This implies that the major
portion of the anomalous heat capacity change could not be due to a
change in atomic arrangement, and therefore could not be due to
phonon spectrum changes. Logically, this leaves electrons as the
major cause for the anomalous heat capacity changes observed.

The fact that the TiNi-I ý TiNi-III transition is second order
(Berman et al. 5 6 ) made it possible to focus attention on the problem
as one of order-disorder. Following Bragg and Williams 7, we shall
consider a binary alloy AB, in which lattice sites occupied by A
atoms are designated as a and those occupied by B atoms as if. Let
the total number of atoms(also the total number of sites) be n. We
shall further designate the fraction of a sites occupied by A atoms
as r and the fraction of 0 sites occupied by B atoms as (1 - r).
Then, the Bragg-Williams order(long range) parameter S may be written
as,

S p- r where p is the probability that an a posi-
1 - r tion is occupied by an A atom.

When order is complete, p is unity therefore, S is unity. When
disorder is complete(the arrangement of replacements is random),
only a fraction r of the replacements will be in the positions of
order. Therefore, p = r and S = 0. Further, a parameter V is defined
as the increase in potential energy due to one replacement moving
from an ordered to a disordered posit5on. Any such replacement
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spends part of its time in an a position and part in a 0 position.
At a given moment, (rnp)c positions will be occupied by other re--
placements and so also will rn(l-p)$ positions. The replacement
being considered, thus will have open to it (rn - rnp)c positions
and {(l-r)n - rn(l-p)}O positions. By Boltzmann's relation,

N umber of available a positions exp(V/kT)
P Number of available 0 posit'ions

= r(l - p)n I exp(V/kT)

(1 - 2r + rp)n

Solving this equation for p and substituting in S = (p-r)/(l-r),
we find,

S(V,T) = 1 - {4r(l - r)(ex - 1) + 1 - 1

2r(l - r)(ex - 1)

where x V/kT.

when r 1/2, the relation simplifies to

S(V,T) 1 - 2{exp(x/2) - l1/{exp(x) - 1)

= (1 - exp(-x/2)}/{. + exp(-x/2)}

= tanh(x/4).

Now, in the dependence of V upon S and T, it is readily seen that
V(S,T) = 0 for S = O(complete disorder), V(S,T) is a maximum, Vo for
S = l(complete order), and V is not likely to be appreciably de-
pendent upon temperature. Therefore, the relation is assumed to be
linear.

V VoS, dV/dT 0.
For r 1/2(at equilibrium), the two functions
reduces to

Se tanh(V/4kT) = V/4kT (when V/4kT is small)

V VoS gives Se = V/Vo , hence,

4kTc/Vo = I or Tc = Vo/4k gives the degree of order Se,

characteristic of the temperature, Tc.

Based on the reasoning derived above, the anomalous heat capacity
changes during an order-disorder transition in which r = 1/2 is
calculated in the following manner.

Let us suppose that the degree of order changes slightly from S to
S + dS owing to a decrease in temperature, - dT. The number of atoms
in positions of order changes from rnp to rn(p + dp). Since,
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S (p-r)/(l-r), dp (1-r)dS. Each atomic interchange decreases
the potential energy of the whole stri-cture by V = VoS. Hence, the
evolution of energy due to increase i'i order is given by

dE = VoS(nr)dp = Vonr(l-r)SdS.

The evolution of energy between two itates of order S1 and Si is
therefore

2 2
Vonr(l-r)(SI - S 2 )/2

and the total amount for the chang'.i from disorder to order(i.e., S
changes from 1 to 0) is

Vonr(l-r)/2.

For r = 1/2, the total energy ch-ý.;fe is

dE = 4kTcn/8 = nkTc/2,

function totally dependent upon the number of particles involved,
namely n.

Now, the number of e1ectrons(prticles) involved in the TiNi transi-
tion has been obtained directly from the Hall coefficient change,
based on the single transport Land inference as described above3.

RH(As) = 1.8 x 10- Cm3coul-1 vs.

RH(Ms) = 0.4 x 10-4 cm3coul-I .

Therefore, the effective number of carriers per cubic centimeter in
the two states are:(the density of TiNi alloy being 6.45 gm-cm- 3 )

n(As) = I/Rk(As) w 1.6 x 10-19 = 1.56 x 10 2 3 (cm- 3 )

= 2.14 atom"2

n(M;) = 1/RH(M;) x 1.6 x 10-19 = 0.35 x 10• 3 (cm-)

= 0.48 atom-1 .

Therefore, the number of particles (electrons) involved in the
transition is

An = n(As) - n(M;) = 1.21 x l02 3 cm-3

= 0.18 x 1023 gm-I

= 20 x 10 2 mole-I

= 1.66 atom-!

By substituting this number, Ln, in the Bragg-Williams equation, we
,obtain
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PAE (An)kT,/2 = {(20 x 1023) x 1.38 x 1023 x 333}/2

= 4,595 J.nole-1  compared with the experi-
mental value 5 6 of

4,150 J.mole-1.

b. Bulk Modulus Changes

The validity of the change in the number of effective carriers, An,
at the TiNi transition was further tested by Pace and Saunders 7 2

based on the observed change in bulk modulus. By measuring the
ultrasonic attenuation(both longitudial, Vk and shear Vs waves)
at and around the TiNi transition temperature range, Pace and
Saunders obtained the bulk modulus changes by the relationship

2 2
Bulk modulus, K1 (3pV£ - 4PVs)/3

22 2 2Poisson's ratio, = 0.5(pV2 - 2 pV )/(pV V ).

These experimental results are summarized in Fig. 45 and have been
used to check against the change in the number of t hole' carriers
based on the assumption:

1. The large change in the number of free carriers will be
reflected in the binding forces and thus in the elar-tic properties.

2. The total energy of a system, of which the second derivative
with respect to strains gives the elastic constants 7, may be ex-
pressed in the Wigner-Seitz cellular method as a sum of terms which
can be calculated separately. These include the Fermi energy, the
energy of the lowest electronic state and the exchange apd correla-
tion terms.

3. A reasonable hypothesis is that the difference between the
total energies of the two phases, TiNi-II and TiNi-III, can be at-
tributed largely to the change of the Fermi energy.

4. The assumption is made that the s-band hole octahedra are
spherical such that Fermi energy, Ef, is given by

Ef = (3/5)(3/0)2/• Or
2t 2/2m)(n/U 2/3

where n is the number of free carriers per atom and r is
the radius of the atomic sphere, defined so that
(4/3)irr= .

5. The contribution to the bulk modulus due to the Fermi energy
alone is given by Jones 7 3 as

Kf =(l/9)(r 2 /Sl)(d 2 Ef/dr 2 )..
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Fig. 45; Temperatur'e dependence of the longitudinal
and shear' elastic moduli in TiNi.
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Based on these assumptions and by substituting Ef and differentiating
with respect to r, one obtains

If _ti2V43 n Yj
20m (Vw/r 5

AKf Kf(As) - Kf(MA)
_3hY 9 ý31n(A.s•/3 - n(Mt•

(20m A 1 2\ r5

With further substitution of n(As) 2.14 and n(M') = 0.48 per atom,
the bulk modulus change calculated 7 2 to be

AKf(cal.) = 3.16 x 10"1 dynes- cm-2

which is in fair agreement with the experimental value,

AKf(exp.) = 2.3 x 1011 dynes. cm" 2

c. Paitli Spin Paramagnetic Susceptibility Change

These agreements encouraged Wang74 to calculate the change in the
Pauli spin paramagnetic susceptibility again based on the number
of electrons involved in the transition, i.e., An. According to
Pauli' 2 , the paramagnetic susceptibility due either to electrons
or holes can be expressed as

Xatom = N1J/kTf = hJB/Ef

Assuming a spherical s-hole band, as did Pace and Saunders 72 , the
Fermi energy is

Ef (X)(Y)(Z)(n)• = 6.12 x O1-2(n)0 erg2 'sec 2 .gm' 1 .cm- 2

where (X) = (3/5)(3/it)1/3 0.58
(y) = (w 2t 2 /2m) = (h 2 /tm)

27 2 2= 6 x 10 erg .sec . gm

(Z) = i/S)Y 17.6 x 10"• cm 2

Therefore, the Pauli spin paramagnetic susceptibility change is

calculated as,

AXatom(cal.) = (An)p/ Ef

= ( 1 . 6 6 ) V X (0.859 x 10" 4)/ 6.12 x 1012
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= (1.65 X 10-29) emu.atom- or

= 1.8 x 10"- emu- gmi 1

which is just about one fifth of the experimentally observed value 1

AXatom(Obs.) = 9.0 x 10' emu.gm- 1

In view of the fact that in general, the effective mass, m*, in
transition elements is much higher than te rest mass, in(as much
as ten times75), this discrepancy can be easily reconciles by
assuming a ratio, (m*/m)= 5 . While the electronic heat capacity
of TiNi itself has not been measured, the electronic heat capacities
of TiFe, TiCo and TiX(where X is a combination of Fe, Co and Ni)
have been measured by Starke, Cheng and Beck 7 g. The electronic
specific heat coefficients, thus obtained, for these compounds tend
to suggest that this ratio, (m*/m) = 5 is reasonable for TiNi. It
is of interest to note that this assumption would also reduce the
bulk modulus change calculated by Pace and Saunders 7 2 to somewhat
less than the experimental value, thus making this calculation
also more reasonable.

The agreements between the calculated and observed values for those
physical changes during transition; heat of transition, bulk modulus,
spin paramagnetic susceptibility, are rather significant despite the
number of assumptions made in their calculation. Therefore, these
agreements support the original inferences by Wang et al"3 , that the
TiNi transition is electronic in origin, that the band stnucture is
a single band, and that a number An of effective carriers undergo
a thermodynamic change during the TiNi-II to TiNi-III transition.
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